LOCAL AFFAIRS.

DON’T TEMPT FITE
when less than a cent a

1f«W AOVlRTlSlMKim THIS WMK.
Strand Theatre.
New England Tel ft Tel Co.
Irving A Stack poie—Cream separator
For sale— Horse.
Peoples National Fire Insurance Co.
Notice of foreclosure—William Gellecson.
Exec notice—Aretas J Young.
For sale or let—Horses.
O W Tapley—Insurance statements.
Notice—Charles C Bur rill.
Bar Harbor:
Fred P Ray—Motorcycles.
Bangor, Mb:
Maine Hotel Agency.

day will protect yonr valuables, papers

etc., In the Burglar and Fire-proof vault of the

burrill national bank,
OF ELLSWORTH
Even though just interested, won’t you call and have the
double key-system

—

the only safe

one

will gladly do so, whether you conclude to rent

Open Daily 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

CONDEN8ED TIME TABLE.
Trains arrive at Ellsworth from the west at
0.48 a. m., 4.28, p. m.
Trains leave Ellsworth for the west at 11.10 a.
m., 6.22, p. m.

demonstrated ? We

—

or

not.

Sat. 9to 1p.m.

!

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT BLLS WORTH POSTOWICB.

In

«fM< Dtc. 98% 1914.
m.
m.

MAIL CLOSBS AT POSTOPTICB

GRASS SEED
991=2 per cent. Pure

$3.75 a Bushel

Going Wbst—10.40
Going East—6.16 a

C. W. GRINDAL
ELLSWORTH

WATER STREET.

m.

Registered mall should be at postofflce half
an

hour before mail closes.

For Week

IN

The new spring schedule will go intb
effect on the Mt. Desert branch next Monday. Trains will arrive from the west at
7.11 and 11.46 a. m., and 4.14 p. m.; leave
for the west at 11.06 a. m., 5.35 and 10.63
p. m. The Sunday trains will remain as
at present until the summer schedule goes
Into effect in June.

observations
taken at tbe power
station of tbe Bar Harbor A Union Biver
Power Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation is
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
ending at midnight.J
Weather
Precipcondition*
itatiou
Temperature
40
88—

—

44—

40—
38
40—
44—
—

12 m
60—
51—
62—
48—
42—
48—
47—

forenoon afternoon
clear
clear
clear
clear

cloudy
cloudy
cloudy cloudy,rain .24
rain
.16
cloudy
cloudy cloudy,rain .11
cloudy
cloudy

Miss Linnie Johnson is visiting in Bar
Harbor.
Miss Martha
Lakewood.

Milliken is teaching in

High Duty Twin Motor. 11 Actual Horsepower Guaranteed.
3-Speed Sliding Gear Transmission. Electric Lights if Desired.
New

The 1015 Harley-Davidson three-speed twin embodies 98 improvements
and refinements. It is the most complete and most carefully built

motorcycle

that has ever been offered to the

public.

Bar Harbor, Maine

FRED P. RAY,

WALL PAPER
New 1915 line

at

Very attractive

same

prices

as

last year.

line of cut-out and

applique

borders.

J. A. THOMPSON,

ST1"

on

kind of into inform
every reader of TnE American, who lias need of any
surance that all our policies combine broad protection and prompt settle
w

•nents with the lowest

possible

C.

&

W.

rates.

F.

I—.

ELLSWORTH,

MASON.
MAINE:

nonumental Work

A. W. CURTIS
KUiworth, Me.

Doors, Windows, Roofing,
Screen Doors, Window Screens,
Moulding and Gutter,
Hardware, Shoathing Paper, Wall
Board, Glass, nitty, Zinc,
Lead.

ill come before the meeting.
W. Tickle will deliver a course

w

during the month of May on
the Pauline Benediction.
Subject next
Sunday morning: “The Grace of Christ.”
of

Advertisement

sermons

The

east

side

grammar school

played

the Ellsworth Falls All-Stars in tht* first
baseball game of the season Saturday
afternoon, and was defeated by the score
of 9 to 7.
Mrs. C. L. Bailey, of Searsport, spent the
week-end with her parents, Capt. R. A.
Bonsey and wife, in this city. Her sister.
Miss Ethel Bonsey, returned to Searsport
with her, for a visit.

Methodist church next Sunday
morning at 10.30 the subject of the sermon
by the pastor will be “The Motive Power of
Servioe”. At 7.30 p. in., illustrated lecture, “The Voyage of Life.”
At the

The women’s club met at Mrs. Austin
Latest Designs in Granite and Marble
An interH. Joy’s, Tuesday afternoon.
Markers.
and
Monuments, Tablets
esting paper on birds was read by Mrs.
N. C. King. The next meeting will be in
Q. Welland Clay, Bluehill, Me two weeks,
with Mrs. E. K. Hopkins.
At the annual meeting of the American
Woman’s club of Montreal, held last
week, Mrs. J. W. Tatley, daughter of Col.
C. C. Burrill and
of this city, was
Sewing Girls elected chairman ofwife,
one of the important
Apply at Alice M. Hooper’s Dressmak- committees.
ing Rooms
Capt. John A. Lord, whose proposed
Ellsworth winter trip around the world was
Manning Block,
pre-

WANTED

%

Receives

Deposits Subject to Oheck

LIBERAL INTEREST PAID ON SAVINAS ACCOUNTS IN
which

department deposits

made

on

or

before the

first of each month draw interest from that date.

Street Commissioner G. F. Newman is
on the business
section of Main' street, resurfacing the
street with a layer of crushed rock from
six to eight inches at the middle. The
work will be carried at present from postoffice square to Hancock hall, and later
in the season, if more money is available,
will be extended farther.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT
We

can

guarantee

to you the best of

and would very much

appreciate

banking service,

your account.

who landed his first salmon at Branch
pond and now claims a right to be named
among the ancient and honorable disciples
of Izaak Walton, and Roy C. Haines and
Carroll Shea, who brought in a handsome
string of trout from Patten’s pond.

Anderson, the man who attempted to
buy Ellsworth last week, was arrested
soon after biB arrival in Bangor, and has
been bound over for the September
supreme court, under fl,000 bond, charged
liis wealthy
with indecent practices,
mother hasn’t Bhown up yet to go on his
bond, and Anderson bids fair to languish
in jail at Bangor until September, with
the possibility of a sentence of from one
to ten years in State

before him.

prison

“The best way to accumulate money is to resolutely
save and bank a fixed portion of your income, no mat-

We pay interest

ter how small the amount.”

Hancock

Capt. Horace

on

$1.

County Savings Bank,

Established 1873.

Ellsworth, Me.

Maine State Exposition.
From June 7 to 19, inclusive, there will
be held in Portland, a comprehensive exhibit of the manufactured products and
natural resources of the State.
Public-spirited citizens of Portland have

At The Strand.
Cecil Spooner, in “The Dancer and the
King”, a World Film corporation production, is the feature for Saturday matinee and evening at the Strand.
Giles, secretary to the young king of
Bavarre, is deeply impressed with the
talant and„ grace of a little girl be sees
dancing in the street. Ue takes little Lola
under his care, and has her educated, and
engages ^the best masters to perfect her in

of

while

the art of
a

danding.

Some years later the young king attends
performance where Lola is dancing, and

vessel or wharf
fall,
ticipate, and space will be furnished them becomes infatuated with her charms. A
vicinity.
probably rendered unconscious, which wherein they may show the particular revolution is breeding among the poor
Lloyd DeBeck is at home from George- would account for his drowning, as he
advantages or needs of their section.
people, who are heavily taxed for the
town, Mass., called here by the illness of was a
good swimmer. Capt. Smith was
The plans now outlined embrace ex- benefit of the rich.
Lola intefcedes for
his mother.
well known to sea-faring men of Ells- hibits of the forest, mineral and agricul- them, and the king
finally consents to re>
The W. C. T. U. local union will meet worth, having bought
schooners
the
the
tural products of the State, as well as live voke
This action
heavy taxes.
with Mrs. P. A. A. Killam Friday after- William Pickering and Mineola here.
exhibits of our fish and game regions and creates the animosity of his courtiers and
noon at 2.30.
shore fisheries. Good roads will have a noblemen, and they in turn plot to deWord was received in Ellsworth this
A plant of 75,000 trout fry from the
prominent place, and the women* of the throne him.
L.
of
of
death
the
Eugene
Green Lake hatchery was placed in lower morning
State, through their various clubs and asLola, fully acquainted with their plots
&
Piano
of
the
Staples
Staples, president
Patten pond Monday.
will be actively represented.
and plans, frustrates them.
sociations,
Enraged at
known
and
well
of
Music Co.,
Portland,
the
failure of his plotting, the prime
The young people’s club of the Congrein Ellsworth. Mr. Staples died this mornminister realizes that Lola, whom he does
gational church will meet Wednesday ing at
Kingfleld, and while particulars are
Hancock County Fire Wardens.
not recognize in her disguise as a young
evening at the chapel.
not known, it is presumed he must have
Forest Commissioner Frank E. Mace has soldier, is the main cause of his
downfall,
The Unitarian club will give a May been taken suddenly ill while on a busiannounced the appointment of the fol- and they fight a duel, in which Lola kills
party in the vestry next Monday evening. ness trip there. Mr. Staples was a native
lowing fir.' wardens for Hancock county. the traitor.
The public iB invited.
of Bluehill, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ezra N. Williams,
Chief Wardens:
At the Strand to-morrow evening Hazel Alfred Staples, of that town, who survive Great
Fire at Bayside.
Pond; Fred S. Bunker, Franklin.
Novels and Mary Ann Morrison will ap- him. He leaves also a widow and three
The Ernest Ray house at Bayside, owned
Deputy Wardens: Selden Oakes, South
children. The remains will be brought to
pear in illustrated songs.
Watson
Mace, Aurora; by Mrs. Nathan Kingsbury, was burned
Beddington;
Miss Erva L. Giles left for Boston yes- Bluehill, reaching Ellsworth this after- Eugene Havey, East Sullivan; Edgar Monday evening. The fact that the house
The funeral will be held at Bluenoon.
terday for a visit of three weeks. She will
Mclninch, Great Pond; John F. Haynes, was burned just after the electric storm
hill to-morrow.
visit at Springvale on her return.
Great Pond; Fred Williams, Great Pond; led to the report that it was struck by
but this report seems unFormer Chief-Justice L. A. Emery, who
The S. L. Lord building on South street, Hamlin Gordon, Cherryfleld; Howard C. lightning,
Ellsworth; H. H. Madden, founded, as there was no heavy thunder
has spent the winter in New Haven and owned by F. H. Osgood, was burned to Fletcher,
in that vicinity.
the ground shortly after midnight Sunday Greenfield; Jesse Morris, Grand Falls;
Boston, arrived home Saturday.
Mrs. Kingsbury had been at the house
Walter Madden, Myra; C. Willis White,
Albert A. Joy, of Presqne Isle, with, night. This building was damaged by Are
the day getting it in readiness for
Russell
during
Mace,
Aurora;
Burlington;
been
reand
had
not
last
wife and infant son Austin, is visiting his early
March,
summer occupancy, and was spending the
Waltham.
Jordan,
Stephen
in
for
was
still
condition
the
but
paired,
parents, Austin H. Joy and wife.
Lookout Watchmen: Charles Merritt, night with a neighbor.
of sleds, etc., for which purpose
The sociable announced to .be given Fri- storage
The fire department at Ellsworth was
Mr. Osgood used ii. He had made ar- Deblois, Lead Mountain; Howard Webb,
day evening by Irene chapter, O. E. 8.,
Schoodic Mt.
notified, and Chief Goodwin got together
rangements for the repair of the building, Sullivan,
has been indefinitely postponed.
General deputies for Hancock county, two automobile loads of fireman and went
and work was to be commenced on it
There will be an old-fashioned May ball
scene.
They could be of little asThere was no insurance on John O. Whitney, Ellsworth Falls and to the
Monday.
at the Strand theatre Monday evening,
sistance after arriving there, as the house
Howard B. Moor, Ellsworth.
building or contents. The loss from the
was then practically destroyed.
May 3. Music by Higgins’ orchestra of first fire was partially covered by insurfive pieces.
It was reported in Ellsworth that the
ance.
Both fires are believed to have been
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
grange
hall, located a short distance
Mrs. Minnie A. Leighton arrived home of incendiary origin.
Leon and Percy Flood were home from from the burning house, was burning.
from South Portland last Saturday, after
The dampness of the roof, however,
Mrs. John E. Webster, of the city, went Bangor Saturday.
spending the winter with her daughter,
to Bluehill yesterday to attend the fuOscar Staples and R. H. Young, of Han- doubtless saved this building from catchNeil I). Walker.
neral of Mrs. B. F. Stover, of Hopedale, cock, were at Mr. Staples1 camp at Green ing.
The marriage of John Monroe, formerly
whose remains were brought by Lakfe last week from Thursday until SatCOMING EVENTS.
of Ellsworth, and Miss Christine Howell, Mas?.,
boat to Bluehill, her native town, for in- urday, getting five salmon.
of Arlington, Mass., will take place at
ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Stover was the last one of
terment.
Arlington to-day.
Congratulations arc being extended to
the Webster family, the late Sheriff WebFriday, April 30, at Nicolin gange ball—
Leon H. Brown and wife on the birth of a
There will bo a meeting of the UniDance and supper. Higgins’ orchestra.
ster being her brother. Mrs. Stover had
boy, William Harley, born Tuesday morntarian parish next Wednesday, May 5, at
Dance tickets, 50 cents; supper, couple,
visited Ellsworth many times, and made
ing. Mrs. Charles W. Jordan, of Wal8 o’clock in the evening. Business of im50 cents.
friends here whb will receive the
portance
Rev. J.

The Object of this

Surplus, $100,000
Assets, $1,700,000

The vested choir of the Baptist church
will sing the second Sunday morning of
next month, May 9, instead ot the first
This choir will also
Sunday as usual.
sing at the evening service May 9, when
Mias Esther Gilman, of the Emerson college of oratory, will deliver a temperance
address, under the auspices of the local
W. C. T. U.

in

Harley Davidson

Capital, $100,000.

recently erected, at a cost exceeding flOO,the schooner
Smith,
000, an exposition building second in size
his
to
board
Mineola,
attempting
only to Mechanics building, in Boston,
fell
into
vessel
at
Bangor Friday forenoon,
Julian Estes and wife, of Kineo, were
thus furnishing under one roof sufficient
was
drowned.
The
river
and
body space to properly exploit a State of Maine
guests of L. F. Giles and wife over Sun- the
was found between the vessel and wharf
day.
exposition.
in the afternoon. A bruise on the head
Every board of trade or kindred body
Miss Bernice Eldridge left to-day for a
indicated that he had struck against the within the State has been invited to parvisit of three weeks
in Boston
and
The finishing touches are being put
tbe State highway in Trenton.

-

Company

ELLSWORTH, ME.

men

ELLS ft ORTH.

[From

Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun
Mon
Tues

Union Trust

Batnrday.

Among the successful Ellsworth fisherof the past week were George P.
Smith, who caught an 814-pound salmon
Ending at Midnight Tuesday, and Owen H. Treworgy, a 7-pound
April 37, 1910.
salmon, from Green lake; Charles Peters,

WEATHER

4am

SEED OATS

6 60 p
8.56 p m.

am;
m;

t3CTy<Bt*ll“-

doings good piece of work

MAILS RROBIVBD.

From Wbst—6.48 a m; 4.28, p
From East—11.10 a m; 6.22 p

*

vented by the European war, will leave
tble week tor the Panama-Pacific expoeition at Ban Franciaco, going by way ot
Panama.
He will sail from New York

his

and

was

many
news

The

of her death
remains

were

sincere

sorrow.

accompanied

by her

with

A
husband and son, Frank E. Stover.
daughter, Mrs. W. C. Bowden, of Brewer,

attended the funeral
Mrs. Webster.

in

company

F. M. Gaynor’s barn and

a

with

small camp

road were
last Wednesday afternoon. The
buildings caught from a grass tire. A
brush tire which had started in an old
cut-down gradually crept out to the field.
The moment it reached the dry grass it
sw'ept over the entire field in a few* moon

his

farm

on

the Stabawl

tham, is

Arthur

wife,

w

ith

L.,

Mrs. Brown.

son

of

Albert E. Foster and

critically ill of heart trouble, with
very little hope given by his physicians
for his recovery.
He was forced to give
up his studies at the University of Maine
about Easter time, and has been at home
since then. He is reported to-day as very
is

low.

burned

menta.

Mr.

Gaynor happened

to

be at

He succeeded in beating
fire out around the barn, but was unable to keep it from the camp, and the
Mr.
barn caught from the burning camp.
the farm alone.
the

Gaynor

succeeded in

getting one wagon
barn, but hay rakes, harrows,
plows and other farming tools were
burned. There was very little bay in the
barn. There was a small insurance on the
building, but none on the contents. Mr.
Gaynor considers his greatest loss is his
orchard.
He had something over 200

cents.

Don’t Let the Cost

has gone

to

Hiram

Danico

lost

a

Lagrange

valuable horse

last week.
Elmer DeWitt has gone to Eden, where
he is

employed.

Christina M. Nally, of North Ellsworth,
is at work for Mrs. Sidney Moore.
John

who has been

You!

It' yon want a DeLaval Cream
Separator, we will be glad to arrange so that yon can make a
partial payment when you get
the machine, and pay the balance on such liberal terms that
your' DeLaval will more than
save its own cost while you are
paying for it.
Local agent,

to teach.

Tourtelotte, of Ellsworth Falls,
visiting his daughter, Mrs.
Sidney Moore, has returned home.
Mrs. Leroy Sweeney and little daughter,
Shirley Frances, of Revere, Mass., are visiting Mr. Sweeney’s parents, Charles
Sweeney and wile.
Friends of Mrs. Llewellyn Higgins, of
apples trees from three to ten years old,
roost of which he believes will be killed, Lynn, Mass., were pained to hear of her
though George N. Worden, director of death Saturday morning. The remains
farm demonstration work, believes many
were brought here for interment, services
of them may1 be saved by the operation being Zeldin the church Tuesday afterknown as “bridging”.
noon.
out of the

Monday, May 3, at Unitarian vestry—
May party. Adulta, 10 cents; children 5

Worry

NICOLIN.

Evelyn DeWitt

\

Irving A. Stackpole,

Ellsworth, Mains

HORSES FOR SALE
Driving
Sals

or

or

or TO
Work Horses

Exchange; Satisfactory

LET

Terms

Double Work Harnesses and Carts
for Sale.
F. H. Q8QOOD,

Ellsworth

The merchant who doee not advertise ill
dull season makes it mo re profitable for
hose who do advertise.

a

SUNDAY SCHOOL
Lesson V.—Second Quarter. For
May 2, 1915.

THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
r.xt of tho Luton, I 8am. xix, 1-12.
Memory Vtruo, 4, S—Golden Text,
Prov. xxix, 25—Commentary PreI
pared by Rev. D. M. Stearns.
The work of tbe devil is not a pleasont meditation, but it is necessary that
we should know our great adversary
The
so as to successfully resist him.
topic of the lesson today is Saul trying
to kill David, and ever since Cain
killed Abel the devil has been very
busy killing people. He is spoken of
in Heb. li, 14, as having the power of
death; but. although he has been per
mltted to follow his occupation so long,
the time will come when he shall tie
sent to the lake of fire forever and
there shall be no more death on this
earth (Rev. xx, 10; xxi, 4; I Cor. xv.
26). Meantime It is the believer's privilege to be delivered from fear of
death and from all bondage in connection therewith (Matt x, 28; Heb. li,
All envy and Jealousy and strife
15).
are also of the devil and should not be
tolerated In a believer (Jas. Ill, 14-16;
Eph. lv, 30, 31).

Although chapter xix or a part of it
is our lesson chapter, we must look at
xviii for the connection. Tbe first four
verses of chapter xviii are thrlllingly
beautiful in their assurance and manifestation of the love of Jonathan and
David, but we shall come to that topic
in our next lesson. After Qgvid's victory over Goliath Saul set him over
the men of war, and be was accepted
in the sight of all the people, and the
women sang bis praises, magnifying
him much more than Saul (xviii, 5-7).
This made Saul angry and jealous, and
twice he tried to kill David with a
javelin, but each time David escaped
(xviil, 8-11). While God may allow Ills
saints to be sorely tried, persecuted
and even slain, no real evil can befall
them, for in the resurrection they shall
be

as

manifestly without injury

as

Daniel's friends when they came
out of the furnace or Daniel himself
when he came out of the lion's den.
Because the Lord was manifestly
with David and he behaved himself
wisely (or prospered, xviii, 5, 14. margin) Saul became afraid of him, removed him from being head of tile
army and made him captain over a
thousand.
But all Israel and Judah
loved David ixviii, 12-16).
The rest
of chapter xviil tells how Saul sought
to get rid of him by subtlety; but, failing In that scheme, he became David's
continual enemy. Chapter xix opens
with a command to Jonathan and to all
the servants that they should kill David, but Jonathan advised him to hide
a little while until he could talk with
The result of this interhig father.
view was that Saul swore to Jonathan
that David should not be slain, so Jon
a than brought him back, and be was
in Saul's presence as in times past
(xix, 1-7). So far so good, but a man
liable to give way to an evil spirit at
any moment cannot be trusted. How
sadly suggestive the opening words of
verse 8, “And there was war again!"
So it has been, and so it shall be until
the devil is removed from the earth
and the air. and the whole age in
which we are now living is described
by our Lord as a time of wars and rumors of wars, fa min
and
^ pestilences
earthquakes (Matt. xTiv, 6, 7), but the
time will come when the nations shall
learn war no more, for He who alone
is able to do It will make wars to
cease unto the end of the earth.
In the war with the Philistines David was victorious again and slew
them with a great slaughter, and the
Lord wrought another great salvation
tor all Israel (verses 5, 8).
But there
was war again in Saul's heart and
home, tor the evil spirit was yielded
to, envy and anger had control, and
the Javelin almost did its deadly work
with David (verses 9, 10).
Again the
Lord was his shield and deliverer, and
the wea[>on did not prosiier (Isa. liv,
As some one has said, the devil
17).
is Very persistent, and so David had
not much pence.
Now he seeks to
kill David in his own house, and his
wife, Michal. proves to be his human
deliverer, helping him to make his escape throut.. a window and putting an
image In his bed, for when site said to
the messengers that he was sirk Saul
then sent to bring him on liis bed.
Saul was so angry when be found how
his daughter had deceived him that he
spake of killing her (verses 11-17).
What fearful control of Saul the devil did obtain! And it is so still that if
the Spirit of God is resisted the adversary comes in with great fiower. If
people will not receive the truth God
(Blows them to receive a lie (II Thess.
David, seeing himself so
U, 10-12i.
persistently persecuted, tied to his
friend Samuel at his home In Itamah.
and they both went and dwelt in Naioth.
Three times Saul sent to take
him there, but each time the Spirit of
God hindered and even took hold of
Saul himself as he went after him
(verses 18-24/. We have a right to sing
from the heart: "If God be for us who
can be against us?”
"The Lord is my
light and my salvation. Whom shall 1
fear? The I»rd is the strength of my
life.
Of whom shall I be afraid?”
(Bom. viii. 31: Ps. xxvii. 1.)
There is great comfort also in Isa.
Ilv, 17. "No weapon that is formed
against thee shall prosper, and every
tongue that shall rise against thee in
judgment thou shalt condemn.” See
also Isa. 1, 7. 10. and 11, 12. 13, with
Heb. U. H. 15: I John lit &
were
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WOMAN COULD
NOT SIT UP

"Helpful and Hopeful”

The purposes of this column are succlnc 7
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mat si
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful)
Being for the common food. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor at Information and suggestion, a medium for the In
terchange of Ideas, lb this capacity It solicits

Now Doe* Her Own Work.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound Helped Her.

communications, and Its success depends largely
Comon the support given It In this respect
munications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

COUNTY NEWS.

2lmong tl)c (Grangers.

MAMS**.
This column Is devoted to the Grunge, especially to the granges of Hancovk county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letter*
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
tbe editor, but none will be rejected without

good

EAST ORLAND.
Mr*. Aortlia Higgins baa
opened her
boose for tbe summer.
School began Monday;
of Brooke ville, teacher.

—

to

The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I
could not sit up. I
bad female troubles

“TO ENOW ALL IS TO POKt>!VB ALL.’*
If I knew you and you knew me—
If both of us could clearly see.
And with an inner sight divine
The meaning of your heart and mine.
I'm sure that we would differ leas
And clasp our hauda in friend!inesa;
Our thoughts would pleasantly agree
If I knew you and you knew me.

and was very nervous.
I used the

remedies a year and
I can do my work
aad for the last eight
months I have
worked for other

If I knew you and you knew me.
As each one knows his ownself. we
Could look each other in the face
And see therein a truer grace.
Life has so many hidden woes.
Sk> many thorns for every rose;
The “why” of things our heart would sec
If I knew you and you knew me.
—yixon Waterman.
Sent by Ann.

women, tea I cannot praise Lydia E.
Pink ham's Vegetable Compound enough
for I know I never would have been as
well if I bad not taken it and I recommend it to suffering women.”

Daughter Helped Also.
"1 gave it to my daughter when she
She

thirteen years old.

was

school and

in

was

reason.

Mrs. Thomas Dorr tbe past month, has

was a nervous

sleep nights.

Tuesday, May 4
Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Mountain View grange, West Eden.

Thomas Dorr, who baa been
living „
tbe Mason boose two months, has
moved
back to tbe batebery.

Saturday, May 1— Meeting of Hancock
Pomona grange with Alamoosook grange,
East Or land.

James DeRoche returned Monday
from
Nashua, N. H., where be wag called by the
death of hia wife’s father, Mr. Wallers.
George N. Wordan, director o! |,rai
demonstration work in Hancock
county
gave a lecture at ihe grange ball
Saturday
evening.

MAflSAPAQUA. 477, SOUTH BLURHILL.

April 21, after the program of music,
readings and songs, the topic, “Does this
country belong to tbe w hite man or the
indian?”
were

discussed.

was

Refreshments

A. M. Forsyth and wife, who have
been
living In Ihe Avery Gray house since tbe
burning of their own, have gone to Buckeport for tbe summer.

served.
HANCOCK POMONA.

Following is the program for tbe meeting of Hancock Pomona with Alamoosook
grange. East Orland, Saturday, May 1:

April

out, but I have been waiting, hoping others
might send you a big batch of letters—enough
to help you all through your spring cleaning.
Sorry to notice in last week’s paper the
death of Mrs. Durgain. Wasn't she a member
of the clan, and her pen name Joan (Jana)?
I had met her years ago in Bangor. How the
friends drop out, that we once knew, and they
leave a void that can never be filled.
I have made many promise# to the column.
I am uot going to make any more, for 1 know
I shall break them, not intentionally, but by
carelessness. We are house-cleaning here—
or perhaps it would be better to say spring
cleaning—my John and I. We have made our
usual barrel of soap, and done some whitewashing, and yesterday I put toe coat of
paint on a sleeping-room: will put on the
second coat to-morrow, and next week will
have a woman to hang the paper.
I have a
dandy one near me, who helps me, or rather
does it for me, and she is as good as a man to
do the work; in fact, I think I like her work
better than that of a professional paper-

hanger.
Don’t get on very fast cleaning alone. Days
don’t seem much longer than they were last
winter, when you have hens setting and a
thousand other things to look after, and if one
hen decides | she has set long enough aud
walks out from her neat, and yon have no
other to take her place, it sort of “gets on
your nerves”, or your temper, don’t you
think?
How we long to tee tbe field* growing green
and hear the frog* singing. I heard some one
night thl* week, bat I think it was too chilly
for them; they have been more than qniet
the last two night*, bat tbe bird* begin their
song* early in the morning, and I am always
awake to hear their first note, and feel glad
that they have come again.
Don’t yon think we are having a cold
spring? And Susan, in California, is having
flower* and fruit in abundance, and warm
sunny days. Well, 8utan, 1 have a brother
in California, too
an orange grower, and a
worker—one of the best of men, and very dear
to Irish Molly.
Aunt Maria, yon have summer tbe year
around. I suppose, where you have so many
delightful house plants. How I would enjoy
seeing them.
8. J. Y am glad your hurt is better, aud
hope you will give us something more of
Henry Van Dyke. Wasn't it you who said
you had a book of him. Am afraid I am taking up too much
space, so will send two
quotations from Mr. Van Dyke:
“Be glad of life because it gives
you tbe
chance to love and to work aud to play and
to look up at tbe stars."
“There are two good rules that ought to be
written on every heart:
Never believe anything about anybody, unless you positively
know it is true. Never tell even thar. unless
you feel that it is absolutely necessary, and
that Cod is listening while you tell it.’’
IKisH Molly.
—

I
so

appreciate
will tbe

your letter

very much aud

others.

Bar Harbor, April 18.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. U. Ulster*:
Here I am back at my old address, after
camping all winter. Have seen lots of my old
friends, but did not see enough of you, Irish
Molly, as ueither of us could walk very well.
Saw Dell go by quite often, but most
always
off on a trip full of business
Now, Aunt Sue, I have looked in vain for
that letter you told me I would see before
long, and that was long ago to me. Yon will
have to write one to 611 the whole column to
make up.
8. J. Y., I fully intended to send you a card,
but about the time of your misfortune I
visited tbe dentist, and, believe me, the
most I thought about was Jennie for a few
weeks after.
Where are you. Aunt Maria? We
surely
will have to have a roll-call. This is just no
good at all, nor of any benefit, so with much
sympathy for the sick and sorrowful and con-

gratulations to Grandmother Madge and love
to the clan, I
Jennie.
am,_
I thank you and all the others who have
extended congratulations by card and
Your Child’s Cough i* a Cull for Help
Don’t put off treating your Child’s Cough.
It not only saps its strength, but often
leads to more serious ailments.
W’by risk?
You don’t have to. Dr. King's New Disco*
try is just the remedy your child needs. It
is made with soothing, healing and antiseptic
balsams.
Will quickly check tbe Cold and
soothe yonr Child’s Cough away.
No odds
how bad the Cough or how long standing, Dr.
King's New Discovery will stop it. It's guaranteed. Just get a bottle from your druggist
and try it.

yon

are

We

are

improved

in

all

glad,

health

to

Eogxjhs Chocolate Cake-Boil until
thick like cream, one-balf cup of sweet
milk, oue-half cup cocoa, one tablespoon

Wbeo the above is luke-warro,
cup sugar, one teaspoon soda
(even), in one-balf cup sweet milk, one
and three-fourths cups dour, one teaspoon
vanilla.—Ann.
A new recipe is very welcome.
butter.

one

1

ITGfiEN

j

BOARD
SPINACH

IN

MANY

FORMS.

EASTER LUNCHEON MENU.
Rolls.
Potato Chowder.
Wafers.
Spinach Souffle.
Tea.

and soak the spinach In
cold water and remove all yellow
leaves. Then clean It in five or
six changes of water, or else In running water, until It la absolutely free
from all dirt.
Lift It from the last
water Into a saucepan and cover It;
cook It, stirring It now and then to keep
It from burning. After fifteen minutes
add salt and cook for five minutes
longer. Then drain and prepare as
desired.
This method of cooking Inand
sures
good flavor.
greenness
Enough of the water last used for
washing the spinach clings to It to
cook It, and It is not necenry to waste
the flavor by adding more water.

BE

sure

Chop

Opening exercises.

E. J. Byard ia building
T. A. Smith.

Address of welcome.J E Gross
Response.K 8 Osgood
Mnsic.
Topic: The ten most osefol farm implements, and their proper care.
Eugene E Gross
Recess.
Call to order.
Mnsic.
Conferring fifth degree.
Topic: To what extent shall domestic
science and manual training be taught
in the rural schools.Mary M Burrill
Paper, “Some of the every-day household
wastes, and how to check them,”
Mrs Alice White

There
ANNA PAVPOWA.

Pavlowa

serve.

Spinach Croquettes.
Mix a cupful of cold tveiled spinach
with pepper and salt to taste, half a
cupful of grated breadcrumbs, three
hard boiled eggs,
liopjied due, and
four tablespoonfuls of thick white
sauce.
Form into croquettes nnd bind
with beaten egg and breadcrumbs.
Fry In hot fat and drain on paper for
a moment; then serve with drawn but
for sauce to which a hard boiled egg.
chopped fine, and a teaspoonful of
finely minced parsley have been added.
Spinach on Toast.
Chop eooked spinach and heat It with
salt, i>epper and butter. Then put It in
neat mounds on slices of thin, buttered toast, very hot. and serve with
Hollandalse sauce or with drawn butter, egg sauce or white sauce.

measure

Spinach Souffle.
enough cooked spinach to
a cupful.
(This can be cither

else cold left over
yolk, add and
heat until the egg cooks. Cool; then add
the stiff whites of three eggs and put
the mixture Into ramekins. Bake for
ten or fifteen minutes and serve at
This is a very dainty separate
once.
It must be servcourse at luncheon.
ed the moment It Is done or else It
will fall.

freshly cooked
spinach.) Beat

or

an egg

Itching piles provoke profanity, but proDoan's Ointment
fanity won’t care them.
oares itching, bleeding or protruding piles
after years of suffering. At any drng store.—
Advt.

|

dances.

Surrounded

a new

shed

(or

dance at Riverside hall Sat-

waa a

urday evening.
Walter Fierce ia having another story

by added to bta house.
chattering coryphees, hand on hip,
Fred and Raymond Bridges and Byron
bead to one side in a (lose of anticipa- Ford ara ill ol measles.
tion. she works out a trrpslcborean
J. W. Paris baa bad repairs and improveSbe has succeeded.
The ments made on the old poetolllce buildproblem.
group parts, and sbe steps forth, lead- ing.
Rev. Mr. Kilborn, ol Warren, occupied
ing a tall girl in shimmering blue
classic dross.
Pavlowa reiterate* the the pulpit ol the First Baptist church
steps, the music breathing soft accom- Sunday.
John Anderson, ol Roston, spent a week
Over
paniment. The girl imitates.
and over the steps they work, Pavlowa recently with bis parents, Uapt. P. A. Anderson and wile.
snapping her slender fingers, tossing
April M.H.
her head, forcing into the figure the

spirit which makes great dancing. And
when the coryphee succeed* an approving pat on the shoulder rewards the
radiant girl.
In rehearsal when the music Is a bit
uncertain, when tbe lights are blatant,
when the vast orchestra and the vaguer
Grounds.Lons Rich
Incubator of Eggs.Frank 8 Libby
balconies beyond are chilling in the unRecess
responsive tiiiistiriess, the Joy of PavConferring fifth degree
lowa's dancing is a» apparent ns when
Frames as a Factor in Tru;k Growing,
she dances to crowded auditoriums.
George Mayo
She colors the lialiet. the director and
Addreaa.C O Purington. State lecturer
the strangely gentle conductor of the
Tests of Soils
Farm Manures
Tbeir
j orchestra.
The final twirl Is not coinCare...G N Worden
cident with the final chord. She steps
MARIAVIL1.K. 441.
out of the musical picture and shakes
April 24, thirty members were present. her head at the'conductor. "Last four
A good program was given. May 10 the
bars." orders Mr. Theodore Stler, ami
circle will have a sale and supper.
again the final twirl, still out of beat.
Over and over sbe does that difficult
BAST B 1,1'Kill ll, 252.
twirl, the liallet does Its Intricate tabApril 17, the third and lourth degrees leau and tbe orchestra its temi>estuous
were conferred on one candidate.
Cake finale. All watch her. Stic
sna|>s her
and coffee were served.
fingers. "One. two, three, four." marks
time with her arms and smiles tiecuuse
JOHN DORITV, BCLL.IVAN, 381.
It is art to achieve the difficult.
April 24 was ladies' night, and in spite
"She I* the hardest working woman
of the rain, there was a good attendance.
In the world." her agents, her directors
The ladies filled the chairs and furnished
and the rest of her adorers declare
the program and refreshmeuts.
fervently. Arid to watch her and talk
with her during an hour confirms tbe
RAINBOW, 2U3. NORTH BKOOKSVllXB.
extravagant statement.
April 22, fifty were present. Three apFar more than merely tbe director
plications were received and one elected
and teacher of these girls, she is their
to membership.
At the next meeting
of them us “my chilthere will be degree work.
The contest mother, speaking
dren.” They live with her. She see*
has begun, and Bister Saunders presented ;
to it that their other studies are not
an interesting program.
Next week her
neglected. She watches them; will not
opponent will entertain.
allow them to go to parties or go out
at night. Their street clothes are as
LAMOINK. 284.
An open session was held April 20. quiet and uuexaggerated as her own
Never do they wear silk stockProf. Hitchins, U. of M., delivered an in- are.
teresting lecture on the culture ot ings on tbe street, for. lies ides Icing
trails.
Music was given by a mixed very bad for the feet, they are extravand children must tie taught not
quartet, Kay Moon sang a solo and Mias j agant.
Taylor played a violin solo. Credit is due to be improvident.
And most Important is tbelr work.
the lecturer in securing the speaker, and
the grange in thus making public this But that she teaches them less by
word than by example, for they cannot
timely address.
fall to Imitate the ardor with which
she pursues her art all day and every
CUSHMAN, 371, QOULD8BORO.
April 21, twenty-six members were pres- \ day, to the exclusion of every other
ent, with visitors from Lemoine, Lin- pleasure.
coln, Schoodic 408, Jonesboro, Harvest
Moon and Georgia River. Three candiCHIC EASTER CREATION.
dates was instructed in the first and
—

second

—

degrees.

installed.

Spinach With Cream.
the spinach fine after It Is

cooked and put It Into a saucepan.
Add half a cupful of rich cream to
half a i«eck of spinach. Season with
salt and pepper. Ivent thoroughly and

Chop

m

■

'phone.

In memory of Aunt Jana. I would like to
add a word of sympathy to ell the dear ones
left to mourn her lose. To me she was a lifelong frieud, and the maoy pleasant times in
our earlier days have been happy thoughts,
and now I shall cherish them as among my
best.
—Ann.

add

JH.

SEDGWICK.

_

M. B.‘*:
Madge
Don’t know how much help you have had
this week, for I have not received my paper letter end
as yet; perhaps it is best that I have not, for i Jennie, that
fear I might not put in roy mite to help you; much.

re-

torned to her home.

wreck, and
Now she looks
so healthy that even the doctor speaks
of it You can publish this letter if you
like.”—Mrs. Rena Bowman, 161S. loth
Street, Ironton, Ohio.
Why will women continue to suffer
live.
day in and day out and drag out a sickly,
A personal note from Aunt Maria tells half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of tiie joy of living, when they Closing.
of the sick time they have had by a visican find health in Lydia E. Pinkhnm's
GREEN MOUNTAIN POMONA. 28.
tation of the grip, .and none of the famFollowing is tbe program for the meetily or visitors escaped it, but she keepe up Vegetable Compound?
her courage, and says she has “five hens
If you have the slightest doubt ing of Green Mountain Pomona with
West
Eden.
setting; chickens for reunion. See!**
that Lydia E. Pink ham's Vegeta- Mountain View grange.
A card from S. J. Y. reports her arm as
bleCom pound will help you.w rite May 4:
to
E-Pinkham
MedicIneCo. Address of welcome.D G Hall
Lydia
growing stronger all the time, but she
fears it will be some time before she can ; (confidential) Lynn, Mass^for ad- Response.Florence E Tracy
vice. Your letter will lie opened, Use of Split-log Drag on Earth Roads.
do much house-cleaning.
read and answered by a woman
H. M. McFarland
and held in strict confidence.
Tree Planting on
and School
Home
Dear Aunt
and
could not

Dear Af. B. Friendt:
Thanks to the good nieces who have so
kindly helped this week, you will find an
Ann sends a poem
enjoyable column.
which, if lived up to, would make the
world a very different place in which to

Bradeen

Misa Estelle Cborcbill, of
Buckeport „
visiting her lister, Mrs. Maod Dorr.
Mrs. Carrie Jordan, who baa been
with

—

I am enjoying betIronton, Ohio.
ter health now than I have for twelve
When I beyears.
gad to take Lydia E.

Miss

Two

members

Refreshments

were

Coquettish Little Hat of White Straw

were re-

served.

For the Small Girk
The small fry are by no menus forgotten In this season's offerings of millinery. The hat shown in this lllustru-

EASTBROOK.
Mrs. George Rankin,

visiting

of Waltham,

is

have

spent the

Alonzo

w

inter in

living

Beechlaud, Franklin,

at

moved into his

his brother

ow n

re-

Pearlie, who

excitement

of

suddenly Monheart failure, due
while

fighting fire. The funeral was held
Thursday. #Hls son Ralph, who was working in Princeton, and his brother Henry, I
of the same place, came to attend the 1
funeral.
26.

Gem.

I

Thursday,
Smith,

on

Frank

Hodgkins, Capt. Barney

Hutchins.
The
fire spread to the fields and for a time it
seemed several houses would be destroyed.

large

Water Powers.
Unlimited Raw Material,

Undeveloped

and

Good Farming Land

crew aoon

Abbie

gathered,

som**

coming

North Hancock, several from West
Franklin, and by night the fire was exfrom

tinguished.
April 26.

Development.

Await

Communications regarding locations
Invited and will receive attention
when addressed to any agent ot the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU.

________

M.

A Reel Sport.
Hay—What kind of a fellow Is
Jones? Bill—Well, he claps at the motion pictures.—California Pelican.
If you haven't the time to exercise regularly. Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipation. They induce a mild, easy, healthful actiou of the bowels without griping.
Ask
your druggist for them. 26c-—Advt.

W hether your hair is oily, dry or
Parisian Sage immediately removes tbe cause and by toning up the
its
scalp quickly restores the hair to

brittle,

forest fire here
lands of P. H. Savage, C. J.
serious

a

Mullan and Miss

A

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
give opportunity to tboee desiring to mute
• change in location tor a new start in life-

tluffy.

EGYPT.
was

tbe line or tbe

iieantifiil hair does not just l ap; >-u
but is always a matter of car. and
proper nourishment of the ban rortu*.
No matter if your Itair is falling
stiingy, lifeless, and full of dandruff,
Parisian Sage, an inexpensive tonic
sold by <1. A. Parcher, is all that •»
ever needed.
It nourishes the had
roots and stimulates tbe growth "f
new hair.
All dandruff is entirely removed with one application, and itching scalp and tailing hair cease; your
hair will be bright, vigorous, soft auu

I

bouse.

and over-exertion

on

HfiALTHY HAIR
SOFT AND FLUFFY

1

Charles Dinsmore died

day night, April 19,

There

Locatad

PORTLAND, MAINE.

have

Effie Dinsmore house,

cently vacated by

April

and CAMPS

!

Sullivan, have i

J. Wilbur and family, who have

moved into the

to

SITES FOR SUMMER HOTELS

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

returned home.

been

TIONS, MILL SITES, FARMS,

relatives here.

Elmer Clow is visiting his daughter,
Mrs. Vivie Blake, in Bar Harbor.
■
Elmira Jellison and daughter Elsie, who

LOCA-

QUARRIES. FACTORY

Bl'KiNO CHAPEAU.

tlon is of
brim and
bon and
buds. A
placed In

white straw, with a drooping
a trimming of blue satin ribclusters of tiny pink roseshirred facing Is becomingly
the underside of the brim.

To Koop Silver Bright.
* An
easy way to keep silver bright
ia to put a handful of borax in a dishpan of hot water with a very little
soap. I*ut the Bilver in this and let it
■land the entire morning. Then rinBe
in clear water and wipe
thoroughly dry
with a soft cloth.
You can treat plated ware In the
same manner

without the slightest in-

jury to the plate.

original brilliancy and vigor.

This delightful tonic is a real necesand will not fail to give a lasting
benefit to your hair and scalp.

sity

—Sake your cash work

1

Thia bank not only afford* uuques- I
I
tioned protection for saving**
adds to all deposits at a liberal rate ■
of interest.

Haacock Co. Savings Bank, Ellsworth
I

"

PARKER’S
HAIR

|
I

I

BALSAM

a toilet
Helps W» eradkale

<.t m-rit.

dandruff.
For Reform* Color

^

Beauty to Gray or F*****

®j

|

kxposition lkttkr.
The

|

Opening Day

A»«iuc«’i special
[From Tb>
correspondent.!

Exposition

attendance record* for exposition* were broken at the opening of the Panama-Pacific International Exiamition In San Francisco
on Feb. 20.
Vast crowds thronged the
grounds when President Wilson pressed the button in Washlngtqn, and each
day since the attendance has been enormous.
The huge buildings and beautiful thoroughfares hummed with activity and have continued to do so.
The Exposition has already demonstrated at this early date that It will
be a great success In every way.

AM.

—

!

splendent.

arch ia 110 feet high, the whole
433 feet high, end is in seven lifts,
surmounted by the earth, studded and
bended with Jewels of every hue to remind one that the whole earth is effected
hy this stupendous piece of engineering,
The figures of the
the Panama canal.
pedestals of the arch are alao by a New
York man, and represent first the sdventurer, the type of man of the sixteenth
century, who poshed out into the wilderness of the southwest; second, the prieet,
the type of man who came to convert the
country in the sixteenth century; third,
the philoeopher, who, by his knowledge
of the (.reek and Latin manuacripta, was
able to disseminate knowlege; fourth,
the warrior, the type of the eixteemb
century soldier who oame to conquer the
country.
first tier ie the armoured
On the
horsemen by Tonetti. Then the equestrian
statues stand either side of the tower—on
the right,
Cortex, the conqueror of
Mexico; on the left, Plxarro, the conqueror of Pern. The inscriptions are:
1301, Kodrlgo de Bast idee pursuing his
cotrse beyond the West Indies, discovers
Panama. IMS, Vasco Nuntz de Balbos,
crossing the isthmus ot Panama, discovers
the Pacific ocean. 1904, the United States,
The

tower

j

I-

Panama canal.
You get that suggestion at the corners of the third lift.
Then comes the beautiful turquoise-green
column in Uie temple forms of the tower
When the tower is illuminated tt night
with wonderfully soft-veiled lights, it
seems to pulsate
with life, and reminds
one
of a queenly woman bedecked in
priceless jewels, herself the rarest jewel of
are some

ten tons of

exposition, 50,000

used

the tower

jewels

of these

main

was then opened to the public.
Hundreds of boxes of best Cuban cigars
were then opened and
indiscriminately
handed out, and packages of tobacco and
cigarettes were also distributed among the
visitors.
France joined the official family at the
exposition when the dedication of her
beautiful
pavilion was held in the
presence of a great crowd of interested
and enthusiastic visitors, on April 9.
At
no other dedication have I seen so much
enthusiasm. It was a beautiful day. The
golden sunlight falling so peacefully on
bay, hills and the domes of “Jewel
City”, seemed in such marked contrast to the terrible carnage going on
across the water, and I think that remembrance gave to each of us a personal interest in the dedication of this building,
such as no other dedication has brought
about.
When the French band, under the
leadership of Gabriel Pares, who has
lately come from the French trenches in
the Vosges mountains, struck up the Marseillaise, 1 am certain that of the thousand
people packed into the court of honor,
few there were of that number whose
hearts did not offer up a prayer that peace

On the left is the fountain of youth, by
a New York woman.
At the right is the
fine formal fountain of El Dorado, by Mrs.
Harry Payne Whitney. The idea of the
unattainable gave to Mrs. Whitney the
In the
suggestion for this fountain.

panels

are

life

their mad rush

on

fame,

used

seen

the

and

men

women

of

for wealth, power,

etc.

This court will show a succession of
beautiful bloom
throughout the year.
Just now the rhododendrous make a
brilliant sheet of color. This great court

being
in the

alone, accenting
architectural features and also
furnishing the name for the exposition,
the “Jewel City’’, this name being voted
from among thousands suggested.
The jewels are of five colors
canary,
white, ruby, emerald and aquamarine.
These are manufactured in Austria; of
on

building

meaning.

all.

There

.nun min

course all are made from glass, tinted to
counterfeit jewels.
Each jewel is suspended from a hook so that it is in constant vibration. Back of each jewel are
tiny mirrors to assist in the reflection.
Passing through the arch, one 'comes into
the “court of the universe’*. This court,
which strongly resembles the great area
in front of 8t. Peter’s in Rome, was designed by s New York firm. It is a wonderful court in architecture, ornamentation, color arrangement and, above all, in

the

its

entered

three

sides by triumphal
triumphal arch of the
Occident, the triumphal arch of the Orient,
the triumphal arch of the Tower of Jewels.
is

arches

—

;

iUmrmatnutiK-

j

on

the

The north court of this “court of the
universe” extends directly through to the
San Francisco bay.
At its extreme end
rises the “column of progress”, also by a
New York artist. This wonderful column
is

TAX COLLECTOR

—

surmounted

by

the

has

sped

on

The

bowman looks out to

mark.

At

his

the
side

a

9ee

of
it

little

of

on

Pounds by

and

the

that

woman

Many

would like to have

Taking Vinol.

San Francisco

Satisfaction

Guaranteed

or

no

Money

extremely happy

in

his

speech

He called attention to the

of

fact

France made the approprianational pavilion and exhibit at

when
a

exposition, war had not been deNaturally, for a time, the grim
business .of preparing for war occupied

the

time, the energy and the brains of the
government.
Then came a time, late in December,
when the executives of France judged it

French

this wonderful group

most so-called

kidney

conspicuously present, both as
missioner-general to the exposition
was

~

"I Don’t Feel Good”
That is what a lot of people tell us.
Usually their bowels only need cleansing.

jtetta&fe(9tclefcgiea/
will do the trick and make you feel fine.
We know this positively. Take on*
tonight. Sold only by us, 10 oents.
E. Q. Moors.

com-

different method of advertising the industries of these various counties each
day of the week, each day being equally
interesting to the uninitiated, but of

from

course

participating county only
really exceptional.

to each

one day is
government, and also as chairman of
the day. With patriotic fervor he made a ;
most brilliant address, emphasizing the
Explained.
friendly attitude of the Cuban republic to j
Willie— Pa, what la a “cafe de lnxef*
the United States, saying that in Cuba
Pa—About 10 per cent cafe and 00 pel
there will be perpetual remembrance of
cent looks.—Life.
the strong hand extended to Cuba in the

his

cures.

Porter Smith, Dobbin, W. Va., writes:
“I have been a great sufferer from rheumatism for about 28 years. The disease bad
become chronic. X began taking Kheuma
with little faith in its virtues, but was
better from the first day I began its use,
and at this time have no more pains.”
G. A. Parcher and all druggists sell
Kheuma, and no rheumatic sufferer can
afford not to use it. 50 cents a bottle.
Your money back if not satisfied.

liberty,
struggle
Cubans will be found forever by

dark hour of her
that

for

and
the

of the flag that floated on San Juan
hill. Finishing his speech amid tremendous applause, Gen. Costillo read from his
government at Havana a cablegram of
greetings. A telegram from the Cuban

flb&rrtisrmmta.

|

side

j

j

j

minister at Washington was also read.
*
Judge Lamar, national exposition commissioner, made a brief address. “As long
as the American nation exists, as long as
there is a Cuban republic, this great na-

regard the republic of Cuba not
as a ward, but as a* powerful friend,” be
said in part. Major-General Murray was
then introduced by General Costillo as “a
man who fought for the liberty of Cuba”.
Governor Johnson and Mayor Rolph made
brief addresses. The usual bronze plaque
and accepted, and the
was presented
tion will

Fresh Corn On the Cob

Such a Fresh
Clean Sensation
In the mouth after you take a Dyspep-let. Just try one. Crush it between your teeth and swallow
it
slowly. You can almost Immediately
feel Its beneficial effect.
Your stomach seems to say “That's Just the help
1 needed for my big task of digestion."
Dys-pep-lets sweeten and
the
strengthen
stomach,
prevent
sourness

and

gas

Inflation and

pro-

mote the natural functions. In no
other way can you ensure so much
stomach comfort as by buying and
using a ten cent box of Dys-pep-lets.

—or

Dry Kernels?
dried

up parflcles
Fresh tobacco in the Sickle Plug cr
flavor detobacco
Real
?
tobacco
of sliced or granulated
natural
state,,
pospends upon the leafbeing preserved in its
end keeping it
sible only by pressing the leaves into plug fcrrn
The natural flain by covering it with a natural leaf v/rapper.
cut or granola .ed.
vor and strength of tobacco escape when
dried cut
Take a Plug of Sickle that is even thoroughly
tut it
into
dust,
it crumbles
so that when you whittle it off
its
of
all
has
it
as
origcool
and
will bum and smoke smooth
in Hug Form.
flavor
unevaporated
inal tobacco
preserved,
Whittling a pipeful iu little trouble, amply repaid
and
in both quality and quantity. Try this experiment
judge for yourself.

...m

^Ipi

p

CASTINE.

George Wardwell spent last week in
Belfast.
B. P. Steele has purchased
W. H. Hooper.

an

auto truck

of

Mrs. Edward Coombs spent several days
last week in Bangor.
Owen Staples and wife, after a week in
returned to Camden Monday.

Castine,

Mrs. Andrew Patterson is spending sevin Northeast Har-

eral weeks at her home
bor.

Mrs. G. W. Patterson who has spent
winter in California returned home

the

last week.
Ernest Gray and family left last week
for New York, where Mr. Gray will join
his yacht. The family will return in a

Makes Cakes Like

month.

The Odd Fellows and Rebekahs attend-

Congregational church Sunday,
Rev. Mr.
Patterson delivering the sermon.
Special music was rendered by the choir.
ed

the

The church

decorated for the

was

v

April

occa-

G.

26.

BROOKLIN.
Howard Tyler is ill of measles.

Rodney

Allen

has

gone to

Bangor

Wonderful for pastry, too, and just as good
for biscuits, hot rolls and bread.
Goes farther—a help in household economy
—because it is milled by a special process
from Ohio Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will have it. Good grocers like
**”

to

work.

The Farnsworth Packing Company’s
factories will open to-day.

two

Mrs. H. 8. Kane, who has seemed to be
gaining, is not as well this week.
Eastman Corser and bride left Friday
for Fair Oaks, Cal., to make their home.
Mrs. A. W. Bridges
Mrs.

at

William Tell Flour

£1°

the guest of
8cuth Bluehill

was

Eugene Candage

This!(:

Light, tender, mouth-melting cake, the
kind that you are proud to serve, whether
it is just a cake you stirred up for the
family or a splendid big rich one for
the birthday party.

sion.

dedication has there

this

people j

A teachers’ meeting was held at the Sullivan Harbor school bouse Friday foreAt the
noon, afternoon and evening.
forenoon session, Principal William L.
Powers, ol tbe Washington normal
school, gave a talk on “Some Common
Birds and How to Know Them”. Noon
lunch was served by tbe local teacher,
Miss Rena Springer. At tbe afternoon
session Miss Ella B. Quinn gave a talk on
“Practical Physiology Teaching”, and
Miss Cleora M. Decoster on “Nature
Study”, the latter subject being illusMisses Quinn and Decoeter are
trated.
teachers of the
Washington normal
school. Joeiah W. Taylor, State high
school inspector, gave a address on
“Teaching”. Supper was served by the
Sorosis society.
The evening address
was by Principal Powers
on
“Trained
Teachers vs. Untrained Teachers”, and
was very interesting.
About twenty-five
teachers were present, including nearly
every one in the district. This was the
second teachers’ meeting held in this
district by the local superintendent, A.
W. Gordon. It is intended to hold these
meetings about once a month in different
places. After the address a social time
was enjoyed.
Members of the V. I. orchestra furnished music for dancing.
H.
April 28.

a

clared.

sition. It is built around an open court.
General E. Laynez del Costillo, the soldier
who fought in eighty-two engagements,

Back -Says G. A. Parcher.
Kheuma—that is the name of the scientific prescription that is putting old rheumatism out of business.
Kheuma cures by driving the uric acid
from the blood. It also acts directly on
the kidneys and is better for them than

8UUJVAN HARBOR.
Nettie Higgins, of Mt. Desert
Ferry, is at Miss Clara Preble’s.
Tbe village aid society will have a sap-'
per and entertainment at District ball,
May 7, followed by a social dance. Music
by V. I. orchestra.

nation,

duplicated in bronze to remain perma- opportune to begin the work already
Corinth, Mis3.: —“I am a city tax nently with the city as a reminder of the } outlined, and to rush to completion their
collector and seventy-four years of age. exposition of 1915.
plans for displaying, in the midst of war,
I was in a weak, run-down condition so
the arts of peace to the peoples of the
an
of
the
column
front
Just in
that I became exhausted
by every little arrangement of search lights throws I world at the San Francisco exposition.
exertion.
My druggist told me about various colored lights by manipu- Oue cablegram alone brought full instruc|
Vinol, and I decided to take it In a
A
huge tion to the officials of the exposition to
week I noticed considerable improve- lation of gelatine slides.
with the plans for the French
ment; I continued its use and now I locomotive ejects steam, and as it proceed
This one cablegram
have gained twenty pounds In
rises rainbow colors are thrown upon it. national pavilion.
weight,
ami feel much stronger.
I consider This is all on the water front. Scows are cost 50,000 francs. On the trail of that
Vinol a fine tonic to create strength for anchored, and tons of powder are used cablegram came th<* famous architect,
old people.”—J. A. Price, Corinth, in
sending up bombs of fireworks which ; M. Henri Guillamere, to personally superMiss.
make deafening roar, bat indescribably j intend the work.
As one grows old their organs act wonderful
display of fire works. It is a I M. Guillamere stood leaning against the
more slowly and less
effectually than in most delightful view' of the exposition | speaker’s stand, looking so proud and
youth, circulation is poor, the blood one gets at night from the ferry boats happy all during the ceremonies that 1
gets thin, the appetite poor and digesIt is then that the | was glad and proud to have the honor of
tion weak. Vinol, our delicious cod liver going to Sanailito.
with and congratulating him on
and iron tonic, ia the ideal strengthener name of “Jewel City” seems wholly ap- j speaking
and body builder for old folks because propriate, for with the many search-lights the marvelous achievement. He modestly
“You do me too much honor,
it creates a
good healthy appetite, turned upon the towers, domes and ; replied:
strengthens digestion, enriches the statues, it seems a veritable fairy land. raadame.” At this reception I also had the
blood, improves circulation and in this
Saturday I saw my first polo game. The pleasure of talking over many Ellsworth
natural manner builds up, strengthens
friends with Judge Lamar.
game was between Cooperstown, N. Y.,
and invigorates feeble, run-down, nervThere are only a very few state buildand Midwick, of Pasadena, Cal. It was
ous and aged people, and if it does not do
left to be dedicated, and only three
all we Bay, we will pay back your for the championship of the exposition, ings
and was won by “Midwick” after a very or four counties and republics. California
money.
contest. The two teams were very houses in her building fifty-eight counG- A. Paroher,druggist, Ellsworth, Me. snappy
eveuly matched, and up to the last ties. Each of these counties hold separate
dedicatory services, sending its especial
minute the game was in doubt.
On tbiB day Cuba dedicated its building. I products for that day, so that one comes
Genuine Prescription
The pavilion stands in an imposing po- upon a different set of badges, an entirely

For All Rheumatism

2ttrf>rrtf«ment«.

NEWS.

Miss

distinguished gathering of
commissioners, foreign ministers and

tion for

the palm of victory which she holds

in her hands.

At

such

welcome.

if the arrow'has gone home, and she will
then bestow upon him the laurel wreath

Account
Gained

Feebleness
Strength and Twenty-four
—

other

was

crouches, watching intently the face of
the bow-man. She will know' by his eyes

Expected to Resign

France.

to this sister

All seemed desirous of
high officials.
making this dedication a special event.
Hon. William Hailey
Lamar, United
States commissioner to the exposition,

success.

hit

come

the

adventurous

arrow

might speedily
been

This purbowman, a colossal figure.
poseful type of manhood, with magnificent decision, has just drawn the bow,
and

COUNTY

Mrs. Quptill, of Oonldsboro, is with
Mrs. A. 8. Cummings while Miss Mae
Patten is in Franklin, called there by the
illness1 of her brother John.

From Left to Right Are Shown the Palace of Education.
Palace of Liberal Arta and Tower of Jewels.

succeeding Prance, begin* operations on
the Panama canal. 1915, the Panama canal
is opened to (he commerce ol the world.
As the United HUtes bis put through
the c«n«l, so the American eagle, with outstretched wings, is seen as a decorative
motive on either side of the tower, with
telling suggestions. The laurel wreath on
the tower ia another speaking motive.
The vessels push out in all directions from

at this

Attendance Records

i

Francisco, Cal., April 13
This
••Tower ol Jewels” li the piece de resislthe
of
ercbitecture
exposition
the
„nrr
The architect,
keystone, the centre.
is
of
New
York. It is
Thornes Heatings,
Thla great trtItalian renaiaaance.
un-.pbal arch aymbolixes the Panama
canal, the Jewel to-day that is moat reSan

!

at Panama-Pacific

Exposition Broke All Exposition

of Jewel*”, the Miow
Piece of the Bln Show.

“Tower

last week.
Mrs. Rose Allen, who spent the vvmter
with Mrs. E. H. Bridges, moved home

Thursday.
Capt. W. W. King is
He will

seasou.

run

town

again this
the Farnsworth boat

base-ball team

went

gent ville Saturday for a game.
to 2 in favor of Brooklin.

to SarScore 14

of
Bluehill,
Fellows’ annual sermon
at 1. O. O. F. hall Sunday afternoon.
Une Femme.
April 26.
the Odd

COMB, HAVINtS & CU.

daughter Fannie

lost

a

valuable

recently.
John Roberts, of Lynn, Mass.,
ing

a

few weeks at his

summer

some

Stock bridge, of Swan’s Island, is
keeping house in part of Elmer Stanley’s
Mrs.

house.

Funeral servicesof Mrs.Robert Newman

cow

April

Lilac.

26.

SOUTH PENObSCOT.
has gone to

Dark Har-

is

spend-

Leach is having extensive

Calvin

made

on

re-

Edwin Leach has gone to Dark Harbor,
where he has

employment.

Haynes has been visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Bernice Coombs, in East
Bucksport.

Mrs. Emma Luke, of Prospect Ferry, is
visiting Mrs. Je nie Perkins.

Davis returned home from
He has been reconference Monday.
appointed to this charge.

island,

Rose

Rev.

Mr.

The grass is getting quite a start. The
were never in better condition at
this time of year. The low price of potatoes will discourage many from planting

Idelle Howland has gone to Pickering

many as usual.
26.

April

H.

employment.

Thomas Grindle spent the week-end
with his parents.
He was accompanied
by Frank Jewett, principal of B. G. S. A.

April

roads

as

where he has

26.

L.

OTIS.
Farmers here have planted their early

garden

stuff.

Moore is spending a vacation at
returning to his work in
Hallowell.
Arthur

NORTH ORLAND.

Byron
Mrs.

Davis

Mabel

the week-end

home

visiting in Bangor.
Higgins, of Brewer, spent
with her mother, Mrs. Mary
is

Davis.

on

Dean

Stanley

are

at

a

few weeks.

McKinley

HANCOCK.
Mr. and Mrs.

31,

same

same

our

glad,

in

Bangor

in

here

as

friends there speak out in
earnest

grateful Ellsworth

men

way

as

and

so

women

many
have

for years past.
Mrs. C. H. Torrens, 8 Blake PI., Bangor,
Me., says: “About three years ago I was
in these columns

afflicted with kidney complaint and suffered from pains across the small of my
A friend finally advised me to try
Doan's Kidney Pills, and 1 did so. They
helped me from the first, and before long
1 got great relief.
back.

Price
ask for

50c,

Don’t simply

at all dealers.

ney

kidney remedy—get Doan’s KidPills
the same that Mr. Torrens

had.

Foster-Mil burn Co., Props., Buffalo,

a

—

N. Y.

WE LOAN A BANK

and

Better

I
I

Han. Co. Savings BANK, Ellsworth

I

for home

Monday.

E. E. Abbott left March
after spending a week in MassaFred Lawton and wife have returned
chusetts with their daughter and other
from Massachusetts.
relatives, started for a trip to California.
Mr. Johnson, the cold storage engineer,
They arrived in Oakland after a pleasant
has the foundation laid for a new bungatrip April 16. After a few days there with
low.
relatives, they went to the exposition
Miss Bessie Reed, of West Tremont, is in San Francisco.
They plan to start for
I
employed at Mrs. Eliza King’s. Mrs. King Maine this week.
for

the

J. L. Salisbury and wife, who have been
Ellsworth the past week, returned

his wharf.

and wife

Ellsworth;

before

Eddie Raynor, who is working for
Rufus Webb last Saturday caught two
Myron Carlisle, cut his hand quite badly salmon at Beech Hill lake, weighing toFriday on a sawing machine.
gether sixteen pounds.
DAVI9.
April 26.
Friends of
F.
B.
Clair and wife
are
glad to learn that their little
NORTH BLUEHILL.
daughter, who has been in a hospital
J. W. Nickerson, of Swanville, spent a
in Boston several weeks, has been successfully operated upon for a birth-mark* few days last week with J. L. Saunders.
Mrs. Clair returned home with her SaturJennie, wife of B. F. Stover, died at her
day.
home in Hopedale, Mass., April 23, after a
B. lingering illness of Bright’s disease. She
April 26.
leaves, beside her husband, one daughter—
MANSET.
Mrs. Nellie Bowden, of Brewer, and one
Funeral serMiss Stover, the grammar school teach- son —Frank, of Hopedale.
vices will be held at the Congregational
er, is ill of grip.
church, Bluehill, Tuesday.
John Hopkins is having an addition
D.
April 26.
built

It is just the

in

home

for

the Welfare of the Public.

spoken

his house.

Bangor

Bangor Residents Speak Out

Tuesday afternoon,
Dresser officiating.

Rev. F. P.

pairs

cottage.

The Same in

held at her home

George Wescott
Lowell

ill

bor.

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Homer

have been

C. W. UKIiNIML.

time.

were

Hargrove,

Charles

Rev.

preached

nil

and
in

"Wahtawah”.
Brooklin

Y>

“money-catching”,

patrons who desire
get yours to-day.

same.

to all

■

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND

BRAND.

A

JMlHt. Ask for< !ii.< lrt;*-TFR S
DIAMOND BRAND HILL*, fort*
years known as Best, Safest, A! ways Reliable

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

Notice.
Pauper
contracted with the City of Ella-

worth to support and
HAVING
need assistance

care

for those who

during five years beginning Jan. 1, 1915, and are legal residents ot

may

Ellsworth. I forbid all persons trusting them
my account, as there is plenty of room
and accommodations to caro for them at
the City Farm house.
Author B. Mitchbll.

on

The mail-order house is

for your business.
to do about iff

What

advertising
you going

are

PUBLISHED

«V«RY

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
W. H.

are

reckoned

at

the

rate

of $2 pei

rear.

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known or. application.
Business communications should be addressed
so, and all checks and money orders made pay
»oie to The Hancock County Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth. Maine.

This week’s

—»..

2,500
■—

S^'.rrr:

WEDNESDAY,

-:^r=s

APRIL 28, 1915.

Sunday

though anticipated, is
interest to Col. Hale’a many
friends in his old home town.

nouncement,

special

C.

Hinds, of

the first district, has announced that
he will be a candidate for renomina-

The democratic tariff bill, first in
the articles of democratic faith, and
the one achievement on which nat
■

orally they woold be expected
pend

their moat exhanstive

to ex-

study

The

failnre

was

due

Turn

xoTir* or roBKCi.owORK.
'llT-HKRFUi., Benjamin Thompeon. of Blliworth. c« unty of Hancock. State of
If
Maine, bv deed of mortgage dated Aug. 12.
1908. and recorded In Hancock registry of
deeds, vol. 488. page 309, conveyed to Edward
P. Lord, of said Ellsworth, the following described premise#, to wit: A certain psrcel of
land situate In Marlsvllle. said county, numbered one. fifth rang* in said township, be
on the
ginning at a birch tree, marked **B,\
line between township N< 8, now called Otis,
and said township No. 14, middle division, at
the southwest corner bound of lot No. One,
fourth range; thence oo said line between
township No 8 and township No 14, southerlv one nundred rods to a beech tree, marked
“B"; thence easterly at right angles with the
last mentioned line, one hundred and sixty
rods to a hemlock iree marked **B*\ now blown
thence northerlv,
down or turned down;
parallel with the above mentioned township
fine, one hundred rods to a rock maple tree,
marked
B*\ the southeast corner bound of
said lot One, fourth ian*e; thence westerly by
said lot One, fourth range, one hundred and
sixty rods to the firm mentioned bound, containing fifty acres, more or less; and duly m
signed by the said Edward P. l*>rd to the
undersigned. William Oellerson on the 17th
day of November, 1910. recorded in aald
registry, vol. 474. page 414. And wbereaa, the
said Benjamiu Thompson, by bis mortgage
deed, dated Nov. 18. 1910. recorded in aald
registry, vol. 474, page 418. mortgaged the
above described premises to me, the under
signed, and wbereaa the condition of said
mortgages la broken; now. therefore, by
reason of the breach of the conditions of said
mortgages, I hereby claim • foreclosure of the

school

COL. FREDERICK HALE, OF PORTLAND.
SON

OP POSHER

to

erode, hasty, unscientific, secret legislative methods. Designed to fur-

Col.

nish sufficient revenue to finance the
United States treasury, it has proven
abeolutely inadequate for that pur-

Frederick Hale, of Portland,

former Senator

aon

of

Hale, of Ellsworth, and

republican national committeeman from
Maine, made public announcement of his
candidacy for the United States Senate on
Saturday. In an interview with an Express-Advertiser reporter, Col. Hale said:
“I have been in correspondence with republicans in various parts of the State,

pose. Forced by their heedlessness
to provide more revenue, they passed
“war tax” in time of peace. Based
guess instead of an estimate, the
war tax
did not
produce money
a

on a

For months the receipts of the and have received encouragement to enter
treasury have been daily falling short
of expenditures at a rate reaching at ;
CONQUERED THE ALPS.
times more than a million dollars a

enough.

day.

According to official estimates, ; |k French and Swiss Military Fast lit
the Fifteenth Century.
the deficit
will probably amount I
There Is something ludicrous In the
to *100,000,000 by July 1. the end of i
contrast between the lumbering artilthe fiscal year.
lery with which Charles Vlll. of France
I
crossed the Alps in the summer of 1494
Clean Up and Paint Up.
and the big guns of today that are rapGovernor Curtis yesterday issyed
idly transported by railway from one
his proclamation naming the first ;
point to another. Count Louis de la
week of May as “clean up and paint- [ Tremollle won great favor in the eyes
In his procla- of the king by bis success in conveying
op” week in Maine.
“I urge ; over tbe precipitous slopes of tbe Apmation, Gov. Curtis says:
that the people of Maine take an ac- pennines tbe train of fourteen French
tive interest in advancing this move- j cannon, each of which was usually
drawn by thirty-five borses.
ment, and devote as much time as
When the French commanders were
possible iu the week of May 3 to 8 to facing their dilemma the Swiss came
cleaning and renovating their homes, to their rescue These mercenaries, by
places of business and yards, as well plundering a captured town in violaas alleys and vacant lots wtyich may
tion of tbe king's command, had faiieD
be in any part under their control. Into disfavor. Being anxious to reinCo-operation in the observances of state themselves in their employer’s
this will make for better health, good graces, they proposed to harness
themselves to the guns ami to drag
greater security from fire danger and
them over the mountain. Tbe king
improved living and working condi- I promptly accepted their offer.
tions for all, and must prove of great
The master gunner. Jean de in
economic value.”
Grange, arranged the technicalities of
the undertaking, but La Tremollle supervised its execution. And to him was
A USEFUL INVENTION.
chiefly due the perfect success of this
Patented by a Deer Isle Captain, for enterprise—the transport of fourteen
enormous cannon over a pathless and
Navigators.
precipitous mountain in tbe scorching
Edward
Y.
of
New
LonHaskell,
Capt.
July son.
of
the
steam
master
don, Conn.,
yacht
To prepare a way for the guns, says
Viking, a Deer Isle man, has been granted Winifred Stephens In her book. “The
a patent on an instrument to be used in
La Tremoille Family," trees bad to be
connection with the mariner’s compass
cut down, rocks exploded and tbe
for the purpose of sighting a moving obground leveled. In all these works
ject at sea and recording automatically Count Louis personally took part. Clad
its true bearing on the compass. Prior to
only in doublet and hose, be worked in
securing a patent, Capt. Haskell, a navi- harness side by side with the Swiss
gator and ship master of extensive ex- and with his own hands bore over the
perience, tested out his course-marker mountains helmets full of heavy canand finder in actual service, and found
non balls. All the while, with characthat under all conditions when a moving
teristic French patience and cheerfulobject was sighted through the finder, ness, he was encouraging the soldiers
the needle provided for that purpose reby offering rewards to those who should
corded the bearing of the object accurately.
first drag their gun to the summit and
Further, Capt. Haskell found that when providing drink with which to quench
the object was sighted a second time, the
the men's parching thirst Thus enobserver having the course of his own vescouraged by their heroic captain and
sel in mind, could determine at once the
Inspired by the martial music of trumprobability or possibility of the coarse if pet. fife and drum. Inciting one another
neither vessel changed.
to new efforts by those curious cries
It often happens that two different
that their descendants even today call
courses are to be kept lq mind at the same
over the Alpine valleys, the Swiss at
time. In such cases the “range finder”
length succeeded In dragging all the
which Capt. Haskell has been working tQ fourteen cannon
up to the top of the
for
can
it
be
set
perfect proves invaluable,
mountain.
to record not only the course being
Then came the descent, which was
steered but the one on which the vessel even more difficult than the ascent had
will next be placed and so eliminate in a
been, for the guns were allowed to go
large measure the possibility of courses down by their own weight, and the
misunderstood.
being
Swiss, roped to the backs of them to
The Haskell marker and finder’s simple
steady their descent, were In danger
design, accuracy of results, inexpensive of being carried away by the momencost and lack of cumbersomeness in attum of the artillery. To La Tremoille'a
tachment to a binnacle top render it a
carefulness It was mainly due that not
valuable accessory to the navigator’s one life was lost
daring this dangerous
bridge. It is a practical and useful addi- business. At the end of two days the
tion to any set of nautical instruments on
count, burned by the sun till be resemowners
believe in the
steamers whose
bled a blackamoor, triumphantly told
.safety-first policy.
the king that bis artillery train bad
Among the few of Capt. Haskell’s most crossed the mountain and lay safe on
intimate friends, most of whom are shipthe bowlder strewn bank of the river
mates, sail masters and navigators and who Taro.
haw seen the course marker and finder, it
la the unanimous opinion that the invenOora Too Long.
tion will be wgy received by everyone in"Did yoa ever chase a rainbow, Tomterested in the navigation of steam vesmy?" aaked the teacher.
sels. Patents have already been applied
“Oh, yes, ma’am!" replied the boy.
for in Enrope, and agencies are being
“And did yon catch it?"
in
all
for
formed
parts
securing patents
"Bore. I caught It from mother when
of the world.
I
home”—Yonkers Statesman,
_

j

got

primaries as a candidate tor the republican nomination tor United States
the

I have decided to become
a candidate, and at the proper time shall
actively seek the support of the republicans of Maine. If nominated and elected,
I shall do all in my power to maintain the
principles of the republican party, whose
triumph, I believe, will bring back a
much-needed prosperity to the State and

Gross assets.
Deduct Items not

Eyeglass Insurance.
Apples, pk.
At the club 1 accidentally knocked
A FEW STAPLES.
off a man's eyeglacMes. which splinter- Sugar, granulated, 8».
ed on falling. The man replied to my
powdered.*...-.
yellow...
apologies, “Never mind, old chap,
they’re insured.” lie gets a new pair j Coffee, 11..
for nothing and his policy costs him Tea, h.
If it is possible to in- j Mclasses, gal.
Is. Gd. a year.
MEATS AND PROVISIONS.
sure against twins and triplets. i»oor i
Beef. A. .*.
potato crops and the loss of one's keys, j Veal, h.
why not against the smashing of spec- Iamb. B»..n.
Mirror.

j
j

ELLSWORTH. ME.
Hofsl Klfhsngt Assurance.
OS

Density of the Earth.
The best determinations as to the
density of the earth result In 5.06—
that is, it is five and two-thirds times
more dense than if comjrosed of water. ;
Granite has a density of 28; therefore
the interior of the earth must contain
enormous quantities of metals to bring
its density as a whole up to 5.C6
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
be incurable.
For a great many years doctor* pronounced it a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and by constantly
failing to cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Science has proven
Catarrh to be a constitutional disease, and
therefore requires constitutional ireatment.
Hall's Catarrh Care, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney !fc Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the market. It is taken
internally. It acts directly on the blood aud
mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer
one hundred dollars for any case it rails to
cure.
Bend for circulars and testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by Druggist. 75c
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

7
10
T

j

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
A
of the last will au<l testament of
ARKTAB J. YOUNG, late of DEDHAM,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All person*
given bonds as the law directs.
having demand* against the estate of said diceaaed are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
guested to make payment iminediatetv.
SllBRlKT YotfSO.
Apr*) 22, 1915.

rpBK

80*34
40*66
45*66
16340
184®
18*25
15
15

TITLES

j

Xptrial

|

for the election of trustees and
action of any other busines*

J

|

ALL

and ('hicks from
profit producing
M
prize winning strains of W Wyandotte*
and B. C. K I. Reds, the top o&teh in Maine.
Price list, terms, etc., tree. A setting for a few
hours’work. HERALD. Box 8.. Belfort. Me.

Jfcr Salt.
—-w

STRalT.

Popularity of

Medicine at

Half

Guarantee

a

Plan

to

bought all furniture
iUatii, Mu Desert Ferry, 1 am
great bargains, private sale.
at J. H.
\1 scomber'a. cor.
Franklin and Fine streets. Telephone either
64-5 or 69-2 for information. Fhihk R. Moots,
Ellsworth.
RE —Having

of Hotel
t’wKMTl
it

offering
May be

It takes bat an afternoon to earn a beautiful pair of $4 Shoes, anyone can do it—
costt nothirg to try—a card will bring

particulars. Bay State Hosiery Co., Inc.
Lynn, Mass.

HOR8K

weight 10», perfectly
adapted te light work
or driving.
seen or tiled at 10 High
May
street auy time Saturday or thereafter.
horses, one rubber-tired buggy, one
sleistu Inquire of C. 8. fomt A Hon,
Ellsworth. Me.

TWO

milch

Sell

Apply
> CttUMAir, Ellsworth.
C'lOW—New

I)R.

GEO. A.

AITR ESSES,
"yiT
dish and
f V

cure.

When your bead aches, your stomach
does not digest food easily and naturally,
when there is constipation, specks before
the eyes, tired feeling,
taste in the mouth, coated

giddiness,

bad

tongue, heart

burn, sour stomach, roaring or ringing in
1 the ears, melancholy and liver troubles
Dr. Howard’s specific will cure you. If it
does not, it will not cost you a cent.
This latest achievement of science is
of great value in coring sick headache.
Thousands of women are today free from
that painful disease solely through the
>
use of this specific.

kitchen,

to

central
The

care

Amkkican,

ONCE—Man to book orders for fruit
trees and ornamentals. Whole or part
time.
Outfit free. Attractive
pay to the
hustler. Homu Chask Co., Auburn, Me.

AT

GIRL8 WANTED.
learn a trade tn factory near Bouton.
Standard wage,. (10.50 per week. Oood
while learning. Ear particular, Addreae
toe O'COKMQg. Bo, 1818. bo,ton Man.

TO
K.y

admitted,

OJ.K11I

Admitted assets.

ILii:mh

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31,1914.
Net unpaid losses.
I 22:jus*
Unearned premiums,
war-i

LOCt.
No. 15(8 of the earing, deparlment of Union Truet Co of Klliwi" .P|ea« return to Unto*
Tbust Co., Ellsworth.

BANK-BOOK

Store). Ellsworth. Me.

SEMPLE
X)rTwILLIAM
OSTEOPATH

K™ ,F odo.r.

BOOK No. ws: of the savings de*
**nt
Union Trust Co. of EllaPin“*r P,eM« return to Uttiog TatreT

BANK
I

Specialties: Nervous Diseases,
Diseases of Stomach.
Treatment and Consultation, by Appoint- j
ment, in Ellsworth on Fridays.
Address, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor. Maine
Telephones IMS and 708-1

When the mail-order house finds a
town whose local merchants do not ad
rertise, it fattens its catalogue mailing

i

v

Deposit.
Hutplus over all liabilities,

S.V40B

23743*

.icjotiJ

Total liabilities aad surplus,
M. K. HOLMBS, Agent.

ELLSWORTH. ME.
Alliance Insurance

j!

Company.

PMILSDSUraia, rSNNSYLTAMA.
AfiMKTH. DEC. SI, 1914.
Stock* and bonds,
I2.^,:g|
Cash in office sod bank.
i-t .MS
Avents' balances,
lil.inn
Bills receivable.
*4156
All otner assets,
Z3JT*
C*roM assets,
Deduct Items not admitted.
Admitted

\
•:

f 2J40.440 %
;*»
79

asset*.

4

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1314.
Net unpaid loesee,
I 17UBB
Unrerned premium*.
ATTI.ail

Ail other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

7 VO .OWN

i

rri4»»T

Tola* liabilities and surplus.
?: >tjt: *4
M. K. HOLMES. After
ELLSWORTH, ME.
The I

rsuram-e

Company

ot

Hit-

Male

I

of

|Vunsy|vaola.
rmu&hLrMiA. my«Yir*>

1

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1814
Real estate.
9 VX:,mn
*7.«x>#
Mortgage loans,
Stock* and bonds,
J.SW*> n £1
Cash in office and bank.
Hr JWtt
12*601 $7
Agents* balances,
Interest ami rents,
4* a
*1
All other assets.
-.317 81
#3,781.1% tt

asseta.

LIABILITIES. DEC. 31,
Net unpaid losses,
C near dim premiums.
All other liabilltie*.
Cash capital.
Hurpiur over all liabilities.

9 aSi.iAB
C.W3II
wA

1

LSHdR
.1%%

Total liabilities and surplus,
9 <.
M. E. HOLM KB. Agent.
ME
BLLBWORTII.

Mutual firs Insurant*- Compsaj.
vemcY. MASsacaicsrrT*.
ABBKT8. DEC*. 31. 1MC
9
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
WT.iW*
Stocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,
Agents’ba.anccs,
Interest and rents,
tjulncy

***22
j*
l"^S2

#mU.0M1#

Orosa assets,
Deduct Items not ad mil led

n**

MMJO*

AdmilWd UUU.

LIABILITIES. DEC. SI. !»:»•
I I ra
hr! unpaid Iomtj,
M a
-*
Unearned premiums.
7T
All other lUbllitln.
,3>*'"
lAiSw**
bur pi as over all liabilities.

j

*v*
surplus,
MINNIE E. HOLMES, ELLSWORTH, ME.
FHJAD C. LYNAM * CO., BAR BARBOB ME.

Total liabilities and

riKKNAX’S

FUND INS 4°»
CALXFOKNIA.

OF SAM V&AMC1SCO,

Incorporated bn ISO.
Commenced business
Bksnard Favmonvillb, Pr««
Louis Wuiumann.

Src

<l 9*‘

Capital paid op in cash ♦1,50'

ASSETS DECEMBER U. W*.
*
Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collar era! loans.
}
Stocks sad bonds,
^a
Cash in office snd banks,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rente.
*
*1 *
G ross asse»s,
Dedact Items not admitted.
__

:'!*«
] “f fie

*

^' JJj

fio.iTM*4-

Ad milted assets.
LIABIUTIES DECEMBER 31. W4*
*
Net u n paid 1 osses.
$
Unear red premiums.
I'^s
All other 1 .abilities,
C»,h capital,
J ‘‘
Burplna over all liabilitiea,
1_

JJJ-JJ?

J4,Sol

•i».t*5-<s4**

Total liabilitiea and aorplue,
Iff. K. HOLMEH, Agent,

ELLSWOKTH.

MAINE.__
Co*

I'eoplea National Fire

DBLAWABBASSETS DEC. 31, 19*4•
Real estate,
Mo.mage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and banh,
Agents’ bal ices,
Interest anu rents,
OF WILMINGTON,

and,
furnishing
Hurety
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
and
Water
Sts.
Moore’s
Malu
Cor.
(over
Drug

list.

chambermaids,

—In private family;
PHILLIPS, BOARDERS
location
Address, A. B. C-,
Ellsworth.

DENTIST

ALICE

refund the money to anyone whom it

Mjmu

'J-fLe

first-class

always
Apply
Main

introduction, urged the Dr. Howard STETSON BLDG. 31 CENTRAL STREET,
BANGOR, MAINE
Co. to secure a quick sale for their cele1962- M
brated specific for the cure of constipa- Telephone
tion and dyspepsia by offering the regular
IP
SCOTT
50c bottle at half-price.
HP EC I ALT Y MADE OP
In addition to selling a 50c bottle of Dr.
TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
Howard’s specific for 25c, G. A. Parcber
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit ft Trust Co., of rort*
bas so much faith in the' remedy that be
for
Probate and
Bonds
does not

to Ratra B,

laundry help, women cooks
reliable hotels in
Maine.
Maixv Horn Auk.viy. 90
St., Bangor, Me. Established 36 years.
Tel. connection.
for

of

will

cow.

Efclantrt.

grn (regional Cars*.

Price and

U. A. Parc her, Abe enterprising druggist,
ratber than await the ordinary methods

at
seen

sound and well
YOUNG
be

Will Relieve Your

Cure.

w

THE

I j

WOMEN

-n^-

■—

Wm. Okr or John Meader place, socalled. on the east side Hurry Road, in
Ellsworth, Maine, consisting of about fifteen
acres of land and good dwelling house and
outbuildings. For particulars inspire of
Fbkd L. Mason, Ellsworth. Maine, or John H.
Dakwkth, Foxcreft. Maine.

E. G. Moor..
Great

trans-

About Hens, Ducks. Geese. Turkeys
and Pet Stock, as cared for. fed and
housed for pleasure and profit in Maine, in
fine Trw poultry Herald, Maine’s new
Sample copy and 26c
poultry magazine.
coupon frw.
HERALD, Box B. Belfast, Me.

MORRISON. JOT t CO. BLOCK,
UHW

for the

Chsklks C. Ucbbill, Clerk.
Ellsworth. Maine, April 77, 1916.

Dyspepsia Tablets
Indigestion

G. A. PAKCHKR’S SUCCKSS.

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not

Admitted

the Hancock
annual meeting of
County Havings Hank will be held at its
banking rooms on the second Monday of May
(May 10) 1915, at teu o’clock in the forenoon,

A

j

OFFICII

■ADurrnsrmrms

.'uahJ

^--5

Interest and rents,

Deduct ilemanot admitted.

r|*HK

MAIMS

TIipHll. IJS-I.

l.'Wai u

Agents'balance*.

tiros# asset*.

..\3tlUa.

NOTICK.
<

•earche* made and abstracts
and copiss fbratshed on abort
notico, and at lUTIMMf NBCCS.

•TATI

RNMUAND.

Stocks and bonds.
Cash In office aad bank.

j

15*20

EMERY

I.UWORTH,

LONDON.

ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1911.

in the county of Cuyahoga, and state of Ubio,
deceaeed, and of the probate thereof in said
county of Cuyahoga, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate for
our said county of Hancock Tor the purpose
of being allowed, filed and recorded tu the
probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three
weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a
newspaper
at
In
said
Ellsworth,
county of Hanprinted
cock. prior to the fourth day of .May, a. d.
1915, that they may appear at a probate court
then to he held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at tcu o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
they have,
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CLARK. Judg- of Probate.;
A true copy Of the original order.
ha SB. Register.
Attest: —F.. H.

2ft 3*)
25440

SfebKttftauntfc.

Wm. O.

ow 7C~Z

Total liabilities mud surplus,
M. R. HOLMES. Agent.

A

02
05
10
20
80

pork, fc.
Lard, ft.
FLOUR. FEED AND GRAIN.
Flour, bbl.
#*.7543.25
5
fancy brand*, bbl.
1 80
Corn, b«g,(wno)e. cracked or meal,
Short*, mixed feed and middling*,
1.75*1.®
188
Oat*, bag (i'f bu).
Salt

The Ostrich’s Legs.
Although the ostrich has powerful
legs and can kick like a mule, his j
limbs are very brittle and are easily
broken. He has two ti*es on each foot r
one being armed with a
horny nail. }
which he uses us his principal weapon
of warfare. When an unarmed man Is
attacked by one of these birds the
chances are very much against the
tree or
man unless be can climb a
j
jump over a five foot wall

•^.OW.uihp

All oilier liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over ail liabilities.

hTATK OP MAINE.
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
Etlaworlh. in and for aald county of Hancock,
on
the thirteenth day of April, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred sad
fifteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
CHARLRB E. CATE, late Of CLEVELAND

05

Turnip*.
Parsnip*. 8>.-.
Cranberries, qt.
Celery, bnnch.
Spiaach, pk.-.
.— -.

eyeglasses?—London

W2*

admitted,

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. iftt.
Net unpaid losses,
a
t?4
Unearned premiums,
4 lua'i* 2.

William Gullssao*.

50
02
04

FRUIT.
Lemon*, do*
do*.
Orange*,

tacles and

iii IS 2

Admitted aaseta.

HEIGHT*,

BwU,t.
Cabbage. t>.
Onions, h.....

nation.

Roil!11
"77'^'S

?

All other liabilities.

VEGETABLES.
Potatoes, bn.

senator in 1916.

>»85

?oT/X,\Zn;.

Bangor, Me., Apr. 14.1918.

..

r.

a

Stocks and bonds,
Caali Ih office and bank,
Amu- ImIuicm,
All olh.r aaMU,

same.

COUNTRY PRODUCE.
88 940
Creamery batter, I.
80 38ft
Dairy batter. I...
Freeh egg*, doe.....
28*24
28 *22
Fowl, A.
Chicken*, b.
253*8
*14.00*318.00
Hay. loose, ton.-.

SENATOR'BALE, OP ELLSWORTH, ANNOUNCES CANDIDACY POE
REPUBLICAN NOMINATION POE SENATOR.

F*„.ylTaala Fir. In.iir.„„
ASSETS, DEC. *1, law.

Real estate,

Following are retail prices:

and

care, waa so clumsily executed that
it failed to accomplish the results in-

tended.

Infuranct StaUmtnt*.

JLiga.

The Ellsworth markets show do material change in prices for the week.
Eggs have apparently touched bottom,
and have been gradually advancing the
past week. Floor is high and the wholesale markets are uncertain, so that local
dealers are buying only in small lota.
Corn has advanced 5 cents a bag the past
week.

few months, and he feele fit for another campaign.

afcaSWaatta.j*,^

clementT^^S,

S. J.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

Congressman Hinds’ health has
improved materially during the past
tion.

STORE

Always Reliable, Always 1’p-to.date. Always Alike to Customers’ I.
tercets. Always Oaaraatee Satisfaction.
NONE BETTER
GOODS ALWAYS HIGH GRADE.
MADE
easy PAYMCNT terms IP- DESIRED

—

dacy for the republican nomination
for United States senator. The an-

Asher

two

music.

—

Col. Frederick Hale, of Portland,
formally announced his candi-

Congressman

Wyttrifritla

many years.
Mrs.
She is survived by one sister
Louise Kingsbury, and two brothers
Everard H. and j^r. Hal vard Oreely, all of
Ellsworth.
The funeral was held at the home Monday afternoon, Hev. K. B. Mathews officiating. Many beautiful flowers expressed
the love and admiration of friends for a
life, quiet and uneventful as the world
goes, but which bad left its impress upon
all who came In intimate contact with it.

has

of

one or

IB8S

..,

Marie Baa Dm
OMari art latl i* (asttni Maria.
Motoerelee, Bicycles, Sewine
Sheet Music and Mnaic Books,
Machines, Victor and Edison Talking Machines, Typewriters
Vacuum Cleaners, Post Cards ol local slews.

This has been the keynote of her character-unflagging devotion to her home,
unselfish and
unwavering loyalty to
friends. Her love for children waa alro a
marked trait of her character.
Though
living a life of comparative retirement,
her mind was active, and she kept in
touch with the times. Miss Oreely joined
the Congregational church, and was a
constant attendant and a teacher in the

copies.

Average per week (or 1914,

ESTABLISHED

to others.

edition of The

American is 2,450

except

study of

Vaoscrlptlon Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All ar«
rearages

Old Reliable MUSIC

years pursuing the
Miss Oreely possessed
marked talent as a pianist ant* her
teachers in Boston prophesied foe her a
successful career on the concert stage.
But the call to home duties appealed to
her more strongly, and she gave up the
Idea of a musical career to devote hor life
here

Tirus, Editor and Manager.

—■>

rr^iTiTmTiT^ilTri

SARAH ELIZABETH OREELY.

MISS

Sarah Elisabeth, daughter ol Dr. Samuel
and Desire (BtinchHeld) Oreely, died Friday evening at her home on Main street.
Death followed a long illness, which had
been critical for weeks.
Miss Oreely was born in Ellsworth
April 25, 1838, and all her life waa spent

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

StfentuummU.

OBITUARY.

<SI)t (Cllsworth American

!?ortS;,
to., Ellsworth.

Gross ssaets,
Deduct items not admitted,

f

oo
,??'#)
^

oood
.,,’,^51

lir’iiWl*

ivw'tffR
2.466 M
--

^08

__

furniahed; S rooma. large
rooct and plana; fine glow; good
bathing. B S. Su»ur, -The Meadows
Sorry Road, Ellsworth.

*>
Admitted amete.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, l*44*
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
o.'mH*
AM other liabilities,
(Id'oOO**
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

dru« ,,or*- vacated
0Fh!>Cn.8r?iTi5L*,??r*'*
t.bZ>
S'^5*'
Hot„r*Ur *“*•* end toilet,
to E. O.
wpply
Moons.

Totwl liabilities snd surplus,
J. B. MORTBLU Agent.
BLUEHILL. MB.

Jo irx.
cottage

SUMMER
completely

k

on

ahore^aMSaatliarry.

Ellaworth.

fl.M®*3**

j

8. J. COURT.

HANCOCK

Phoebe A Jordan from Edmond H
cruel and abusive treatment.
Zenalda B Sargent from Roscoe B

fikal adjournment for the adultery.
Florence
term FRIDAY.

SHORT BUT BUSY TERM

A

DOCKET

—

MANY DI-

CRIMINAL

Linda A

Norris

Albert 8

Sfbab,

Oar-

Farming

Snowman;
B

Norris;

Lucy

B

Hardy

from Frances O

Hardy;

Withee

from

Clyde

E

VALUABLE LEGUMES.

Withee;

adultery.

Clerk—T. F. Mahowat, Ellsworth.
Fbbd L. Masob, EllsCounty Attorney
worth.
—

O. StLAar. Ellsworth.
Crier-Gi.nr L. Osooon, Blnehtll.
Depnttea N. L. Oaindau., South PeoobWbbtob. Winter Harbor;
,cot; Frank E.
Island.
Sitaaos Hoopba. Swan’s
Stenographer—Faao A. Hatdba, Portland.
D.
Masob,
Ellsworth.
Messenger—Phiup

Sheriff—Fobabat
—

Court tinslly adjourned for the term
Friday afternoon. The Juriee were excused Thursday, Friday being occupied
with hearings before the court pud divorce caaea.
It haa been

A Abort but buay term, with
poinethmg before the Juriee every day of
the term atnoe the eecond day, and the
filled with bearings
spare minutes being
before the court, with one evening session
a

Samuel

adultery.

JttAtlCA— ALBBAT M.

diner.

In

from

adultery.

TUB COD AT.

for

Scientific

Greenlaw;

desertion.

A FEW JAIL SEN-

TENCES.

Presiding

Sargent;

Hunton from Fred Hunton; adul-

Reta M Greenlaw from Seth W
cruel and abusive treatment.
Artie D Snowman from Helen

hearing.
ail, 102 caaea

came

oft the docket

—

forty-four by judgments or verdicts,
twenty-six by entry of “neither party”,

Tim* For Planting Soy Baans, Cowpaaa
and Swaat Clovor In North.
Boy beans and cowpens should not
be planted until the 1st of June In the

Harold A Leach from Viola Leach; adultery.
Alvah E Lloyd from Pansie E Lloyd; adul-

tery.
Esther M Pio from Harry L Pio; rnuel and
snd abusive treatment.
Alice Maude Cousins from John F Cousins;
cruel and abusive treatment and extreme

i. northern states, and the growth of the
plants Is not rapid during that month,
says a contributor to the Country Gentleman.
No one can say accurately

crue’.ty,
Ethel Lord from Crowell F Lord; cruel and
abusive treatment and extreme cruelty.
Fred L Mayo from Louise E Mayo; desertion.

'how much nitrogen would be stored In
the small and Immature plants when
plowed down In July—probably from
These two
thirty to’ fifty pounds.
plants are quite similar In their power
to provide nitrogen in a climate equally adapted to both, but In Pennsylvania the soy bean Is superior. The size

Ruby Boyle from Lincoln Boyle; desertion.
Howard Martin from Maud Martin; adultery.
Elwood J
sertion.

Silsby from Cora E Silaby; deCRIMINAL DOCKET.

of the nodules on the roots of the soy
bean would Indicate that It has greater power than the cowpea In removing
nitrogen from the air.
A good crop of soy beans in the
north may contain 12o pounds of nitrogen, and larger amounts have been
obtained In some cases. The cowpea
In a warmer latitude does equally well.
It should be borne in mind that a considerable portion of this nitrogen may
not have come from the air and, therefore, cannot be treated as a gain.
Sweet clover may be seeded earlier
In the spring, but I have no data re-

Following is

the fall criminal docket,
with record of disposal of cases.
BNTRRED OCTOBER

TBRM, 1911.

1927 State vs Michael
McCauley, common
nuisance. April, 1912
Principal and
sureties defaulted- Continued.
—

KXTB8BD APRIL TBRM.

1912.

and thirty-two divorces. There were 157
1938 State
new entries, an unusually large number.

By Indictment.
vs Thomas Landers, common seller. Oct. 1912—Principal and sureties

MEMORIAL EXERCISES.

Friday afternoon

tbere

memorial

were

The
excrcists for tilmer P.1 Spofford.
following resolutions were presented:
That the death of Elmer P. Spofford removes from the Hancock couoty bar
one who enjoyed In the highest degree the
confidence sod esteem of the public, sod the
wsrm love of those who knew him inttmstely.
Assinsobe was upright end clean; ss a

defaulted. Continued.
1989 State vs Michael McCauley, common
seller. Oct. 1912-Principal and sureties defaulted. Continued.

ss e lawyer, sound; sa
advocate, brilliant, and aa a friend, steadfast and true.
The members of the Hancock county bar
menro his premature passing, aud offer to
her. hi. devoted companion, in her grief that
nothing can assuage, their deepest sympathy.

public official clean;
an

Those who spoke on the resolutions,
paying their tribute to the deceased, were
B. Deasy, Hon. John A. Peters
Hon.
Justice Spear reand E. N. Benson.
sponded, ordering the resolutions spread
and as a further
upon the court record
ordered that court stand
adjourned without day.
mark of esteem

EQUITY CASE.
In the equity case of Herbert L, Graham,
administrator, vs. Ada E. Moran, the
three questions of fact submitted to the
jury were answered in favor of the defendant, and the court reodered judgment for defendant.
FALSE

IMPRISONMENT

CASES.

Three cases of Emory Hmitb, of 1amoine, against Sheriff F. O. Silsby, for
false imprisonment, were tried together,
the jury returning verdict for defendant
in ail three

ADMITTED TO

HANCOCK

BAR.

and bis son, Linus C.,
Massachusetts bar and

Coggan

of the

members

of Bluehill, were admitted to the Hancock county bar during
residents

summer

this term of court.
NEW CITIZENS.

Hugh

By Indictment.
1982 State vs George Lambert, arson. April
1913—Pleaded not guilty. Law court
on
motion to quash indictment for
alleged defect. Rescript as follows:
Exception overruled for want of prosecution. Judgment
for
State. Continued.
1991 State vs Walter M«han, common seller.

BXTBRBD OCTOBER

By Indictment.
State vs Edward J Geaghan, common
seller.
Oct. 1914
Defaulted.
Continued.
2007 State vs Joseph Gray, failure to support
wife. Pleaded guilty. Continued for
sentence. Continued.
2009 State vs D A Herlihy, common seller
Oct. 1914—Defaulted. Continued.
2010 State vs Thomas H Landers, common
seller.
Oct. 1914
Defaulted. Continued.
2011 State vs Thomas H Landers, single sale.
Oct. 1914—Defaulted. Continued.
2013 State vs Michael McCauley, common
seller.
April. 1914
Principal and
sureties defaulted. Continued.
2014 State vs Hepry Ryder, common seller.
April, 1914—Principal and sureties defaulted. Continued.
2015 State vs George Wescott, common seller.
Continued.
2006

—

Borland, of Bucksport, and
William I>otten, of StoningLon, received^
naturalization papers during the term.
K.

following

during

the term:

divorces

—

decreed
2036

Vivian

L Blake from Simeon G Blake;
utter desertion.
Eva A Garland from Madison B Garland;
cruel and abuaive treatment.
Phebe E Bennett from Fred T Bennett; cruel
aud abusive treatment.
Kita M Sullivan from Richard W Sullivan:

desertion.
Merton Adelbert Coombs from Ethel May
Coombs; cruel and abusive treatment.
Lina B Cunningham from Forrest D CunBingham; cruel and abusive treatment.
I Minnie M Judkins from Amos H Judkins;

2039
2042
2Q43

game law.
2045

—

Law court

on

Harold Warren, intoxicating
liquors. Oct. 1914—Principal and sureties defaulted.
Judgment cf lower
court affirmed, with additional costs.

State

vs

By Indictment.

Webber;

2047

Addle B Allen from Leander Allen; cruel
aud abusive treatment.
Peter P Gray from Gertrude M Gray; adul-

2C49

adultery.

•

State vs Prank Cunningham, common
seller. Continued.
State vs Henry W
Larkin, common
seller. Continued.
Ambrose
State vs
Simpson, single sale.
ContinuedBNTBRKD APRIL

tery.

ment.

1914

Continued.

2046

Vesta A Robinson from Charles H Robineon; desertion.
Viola F. Tracy from Curtia E Tracy; extreme cruelty aud cruel aud abusive treat-

Oct.

agreed statement.

Martin;

Martin from Cummings o
desertion.
Rosa T Webber from Martin V

1914.

By Appeal.
false pretenses.
State vs Byron Page,
Nol prossed.
State vs Ambrose Simpson, search and
seixure. Nol prossed.
State vs A J Harley, cruelty to animals.
Nol prossed.
State vs Chester Sawyer, violation of

intoxication.
Ada L

1914.

By Indictment.
Elmer DeWitt,.interfering with

KN rKKKD OCTOBER TERM,

were

TERM, 1915.

By Appeal.
2055

William Gardiner, assault and
battery. Continued.

State

vs

By Indictment.
State vs John Stinson, single sale. Continued.
2057 State vs John Stinson, single sale. Continued.
Stinson, tippling shop.
2058 State vs
Continued.
2059 State vs John Stinson, common seller.
Continued.
2060 State vs Ezra R Cough, embezzlement.
2056

Grace D Benson from Perley H Benson; extrerne cruelty and cruel and abusive treatment.

Emma A Ulmer from Melvin P
le rtion.

Ulmer; de-

ooumtstnunu.

^ohn

ptossed.

2061
■

>

iJLDN’TJIfEAR

SHl-L

iorA Hood’s Sarsaparilla and the Sora
and Swelling Disappeared.

2062

2063

Berwick, Me.—Mrs. Hr,r.nah

resident of this town, writing
?er date of Feb. 6, 1915. says:
U was a good day for me when a
i'-'.'Cr advertising Hood's Sai sapar«ik*
loft at my home. I found in it
a

Jotter from a woman whose ca e
similar to mine. I had a mi*p on a flight of stairs and injuicd
Ankle. A sore two inches aero.--*
ried,
and
walking to favor the
f °-e i
sprained my ankle.
Rheumatism set in. but the sore
nicic-ased and became ho
bad, all
v.g! l*!i and inflamed and discharging
h'r I could not
put on my shoe and
I could not walk.
Some nights
A would
have to get up and rub it
in; ee or four times and when I would
£ut it on the floor in the morning I
weidd almost faint away, but reading atfoi.it the cure in a case like mine
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla, I decided to

2064

f'r"‘

s

the River at Simla la a
Comical Performance.
Perhaps the most curious ferryboat
to be found in the world Is at Simla
The river that Hows to the northeast
of Sunl, the chief town of the Simla
hill states, has few bridges, so, necessity being the mother of Invention, a
novel method lias been adopted.
The skin of a buffalo Is inflated with
air and Is placed, with the four feet
upward, to float In the water. The
owner then throws himself over it and
the one or two passengers sit or lean
on the top
of liim.
Ily means of a
small paddle In Ms right hand and the
movement to and fro of his legs In the
water the owner takes tils passengers

Crossing

20)0

DIVORCES DECREED.
The

CURIOUS FERRYBOATS.

—

State vs
elec’ric power line Continued.
State vs Edward J Ocaghan, common
seller. Continued.
2032 State vs Thomas (i Landers, common
seller.
Oct. 1914
Defaulted.
Con% tinned.
2033 State vs Michael McCauley, common
Oct. 1914
Defaulted.
Conseller.
tinued.
2035 State vs George Wescott, common seller.
Continued.

2066

Nol
State vs Emma M Crabtree, adultery.
Released on own
Pleaded guilty.
recognizance. Iudictment tiled.
William
vs
Flagg, adultery.
State
four
Sentence,
Pleaded
guilty.
months in county jail.
State vs Freddie Garland, breaking, entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
Released on own recognizance. Indictment filed.
polygamy.
State vs Win H Mack,
Pleaded guilty. Sentence, six months
in county jail.
State vs Byron O’Brien, failure to proConmaintenance.
suitable
vide

2066

tinued.
State vs George

2067

State

Sullivan,

fornication.

Continued.

2068
2069

1
e this medicine.
2070
before I had taken all of the se?bn;J i*Utle the sore had healed and
the swelling had all
down.
My
gone
foot soon became entirely well.
I Increased in weight and was
generallym 2071
helped. I cannot say enough in praise
and am glad to recommend Hood’s."
ttemember to ask for Hood's Sar■aparUla and insist on having it

breakiug,
vs Samuel G. Butler,
entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
InReleased on own recognizance.

dictment filed.
Sfcat* vs Lewis C. Choate, breaking,
entering and larceny. Nol prossed.
State vs Jennie Gross, attempt to break
commit
andlarceny.
enter
and
Released on own
Pleaded guilty.
recognizance. Indictment filed.
Hartwell, breaking,
vs James
entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
InReleased on own recognizance.

State

dictment filedState vs Freeman Robbins, attempt to
break and enter and commit larceny.
Pleaded guilty. Sentence, six months
in

county jail.

severe

SATURDAY Matinee
The World Film

and

Evening

Corporatian Presents

CECIL 5POONER
The Great American Actress in

“The Dancer and
the
a

King”

Drama,of

Love and War

THURSDAY

TO-NIGHT

Illustrated

The Master Key

Songs

Pauline Bush in the drama

.Her

Escape

Coming Features May 8’ PROTEAn’
RIVKK.

MOUTH or THK

MOREY HATS, New

Mrs. George Day is recovering slowly
from ber illness.

Spring Colors

■

THE BOSTON DERBY

—

—

2024

ODD FELLOWS BLOOK

MARINE

TBRM, 1913.

BXTBRKI) APRIL TKRM,

tests before it Is considered fit
A
to be attached to a soldier's gun.
bayonet blade Is forged from the
finest steel, and the first Stage of Its
manufacture consists of heating it until red hot, when It is placed under a
hammer which deals 1.500 blows a
minute. This process results In the
original piece of steel being hammered out to twice Its length. The bar Is
then heated again nod rolled between
two' huge Iron cylinders, which press
It into the rough shape of a blade.
Emery wheels then grind its edges until they are as sharp as a razor.
Altogether the bayonet passes tbrough
200 processes before It Is ready for the
testing room.
The first test npplled to the polished
A steel
blnde Is the "striking" test.
arm grips the bayonet and with great
force drives It against a solid piece of
wood. A badly produced blade snaps
like a needle, but a good piece of steel
emerges from this severe test with Us
edges straight and unblnnted.
The
Then comes the bending test.
point of the bayonet Is firmly gripped
In a vice, nnd It Is bent and twisted
If it survives
Into part of a circle.
this ordenl the blade is placed straight
up under a Heavy weight attached to
a lever.
The steel la bent beneath tbs
weight, nnd to pass this test It must
lift up the mass of lro» by Its own

STRAND THEATRE

George W. York left Monday to attend
However badly bent, a good bayonet the Maine auto school at Portland.
should spring back perfectly straight,
Willie Alley bas gone with Capt. C. G.
and It Is tested for this quality before Fullerton in schooner Lulu W. Eppes.
The blade la
leaving the factory.
placed on a curved block, the point be
LIST.
lng secured In a hole. The bayonet Is
Hancock Con my Ports.
then bfnt to the curvature of the
ar
sch
Portland Packet
Franklkin—April 28,
block, and when released It must
West Sullivan—Ar A pril 21, sch J R Bodwell,
Its
back
to
straightness
original
spring
Rockland
Sid April 24. sch J R Bodwell, N Y
to satisfy the rigid ruling of the InAr April 26, sch Georgietta, Boston
has
to
a
bayonet
spector. Altogether
Ar April'S?, sch Wm Jones, Bass Harbor
with
to
tests
regard
Bass Harbor
In port
pass twenty-three
April 24, schs
Us accuracy and strength.—London Georgietta, American Team, bound east
Answers.
BORN.

Continued.

defaulted.

Rigid Tntt They Mutt Pan Before
They Go Into Sorvico.
Any soldier will tell yon that nothing In his equipment wears better than
his br.yonet, for this few Indies 'of
steel seldom snaps or loses Its shape
however great the strain Imposed upon
It This Is because the modern bay
onet has to pass through twenty-three

__

elasticity.

October, 1913—Pr^pci pal land sureties

cases.

Marcellu*

1913.

EXTBRRD APRIL TBRM,

Kftolred.

Utifcetttaunmtg

MODERN BAYONETS.

tery.

—

DECRK^p—THE

VORCK8

Jordan;

(

*

COW OKAS.

guriling the nitrogen

in the
umlille of the first summer,
it is a
safe assumption that this content
would be considerably greater than in
tbe case of the first two legumes mentioned, which should not be seeded until the 1st of June. When sweet clover
is permitted to mature its value iu nitrogen approximates that of alfalfa
tbut hus^stood the same length of time.
The second crop of alfalfa is usually
lighter than the first and may contain
eighty pounds of nitrogen. Forty tier
cent of the nitrogen in an alfalfa plant
is iu the roots when the plant comes to
its first period of blossoming. When a
sod has stood three years there is a
greater percentage in the roots and a
large accumulation in the form of dead
Three
organic mutter in the soil.
hundred pounds is a conservative estimate of the amount of nitrogen in live
and dead material produced by the
alfalfa.
The length of time that tbe alfalfa
will be available depends upon the maturity of the organic matter. The Immature beans and sweet clover will
yield up practically all of their nitrogen
Iu the ease of mawithin the year.
tured legumes, and especially old alfalfa plants, complete decay will require several years, much depending
upon soil conditions.
content

Leaf Curl.
Peach leaf curl is a disease that has
been causing a great deal of damage
in recent years throughout the central
seaboard states. Tbe leaves curl up.
turn white or gray, sometimes marked
with purple, and fall oft the trees. The
disease can lie prevented by early
spraying with llme-sulpliur or by spring
spraying with self boiled lime-sulphur
The latter
after the foliage Is out.
method is generally advised.
Since the disease lives over in the
orchard from year to year, it would be
well to be prepared for a vigorous campaign of prevention. This should begin with a lime-sulphur treatment before the buds open, and might be followed with a subsequent spraying with
self 1 lolled lime-sulphur ns soon as the
first.growtli of foliage has reached full
size.
These methods are fully described In the late books on peach culture or In many of the best up to date
experiment station bulletins.—Country
Centleman.
Peach

Limit the Horse’s Hay.
to determine
the
to feed
amounts and kind of hay
horses it was found that the horses
that received tlie smaller amount of
hay (two-thirds as much as they would
have eutem had more life and sweat
less than those that were unlimited Id
their hay.
In

experiments

i

across.

The Journey takes from three to five
minutes, and the modest sum of a pice
(one-half cent) is clinrged. It Is only
by repeated crossings in a day that a
much, but so many natives use this means of going to and
from their villages that the trade is
not unremunerative.
Few things are more comical than
these mussneks, whether moving in
midstream or being carried back to the
village at night on the owner’s back.
They are, of course, very light and
are about two and a half yards long.
They seem to l>e safe, except In monsoon weather, when heavy rain has
caused a rapid current, but at such a
time two mussacks are often linked
together, so that, being heavier, they
Strand
can avoid the rocks.—London
man can

earn

Magazine.
He Strove to Please.
Lord Charles Beresford tells in his
memoirs the story of an old Irish
gamekeeper who always agreed with
everything that was said to hirti.
Meeting the old man one day when
the wind was blowing a gale, Lord
Charles said to him, “It's a fine, calm

day today.”

BRADBURY—At Franklin, April 15. to Mr
and Mrs Henry P Bradbury, a daughter.
BLACK—At Brooksville, April 14, to Mr and
Mrs F D Black, a son. [Berwin Fred.]
LAKE—At Ellsworth, April 28, to Mr and Mrs
Charles Lake, a daughter.
MAYO—At Manset, April 16, to Mr and Mrs

Ralph Mayo,

a

son.

WARDWELL—At Penobscot, April 19, to Mr
and Mrs Percival A Ward well, a son.
WOOD—At Ellsworth, April 24, to Mr and
Mrs Janies H Wood, a sou.

MARRIED.
AVERY-MILLER-At Bucksport, April 17,
by Rev Henry W Webb, Miss Evelyn R
Avery to Percy A Miller, both of Prospect.
D’COSTE—BAILEY—At Ellsworth, April 24,
by Rev T 8 Ross, Miss Mary DeCoste to Guy
S Bailey, both of Columbia Falls.
HODG f: O N-BICKFORD— At Southwest Harbor. April 21. by Rev Frank P Dresser, Miss
Marion Hodgdon to Andrew Bickford, both
of Southwest Harbor.
SMITH— £AYE—At Rockland, April 22, by
Rev Edward 8 Ufford, Miss Geneva 8 Smith,
of Ellsworth, to Clifford L Raye. of Rockland.
I>IKI>.
BABSON-At Mt Desert, April 24, Phebe 8.
widow of Ebeu Elliott Babson, aged 78
years. 1 months, 17 days.
BRIDGES
At Brooklin,
April 9. Mrs
Sophronia Bridges, aged 79 years, 2 months,
23 days.
BRAGDON-At Franklin, April 17, Allan Hill
Bragdon, aged 16 years, 10 months, 8 days.
At Stonington, April 20, Asa
CANDAGE
Orrin Candage, aged 70 years, 2 months, 30
—

—

days.

CONARY-At Bluehill. April 20, Mrs Mary
Conary, aged 79 years, l mouth, 20 days.
CONDON —At South Brooksville, April 19,
David Condon, aged 83 years, 9 months, 9

days.
CONDON —At South Brooksville, April 19,
Sylvester Condon, {aged 76 years, 1 month,
29 days.
DINSMORE—At Eastbrook, April 19, Charles
Dinsmore, aged 62 years, 4 months, 8 days.
GREELY—At Ellsworth. April 23, Miss Sarah
Elizabeth Greely, aged 75 years, 11 months,
28 days.
GUPTILL-At Bar Harbor, April 14, Mrs
Ellen A Guptill, aged 80 years, 7 months, 20

So Ho Might.
Fair Dog Owner (anxiously)—I nm
so afraid poor Floss Is going to have
Mr. l et
Indeed,
rabies, Mr. Vet.
I don't see any signs of it.
miss!
Fair Dog Owner—But his poor little
tongue is always hanging out of his
mouth. Mr. Vet—That, miss, is in accordance with n merciful dispensation
of Providence. Y’ou see, if it hung out
of his ear he might experience some
difficulty in drinking.—Exchange.
—

Explained.
“Miss Blunt is wonderfully pleased
with her portrait In the pa[»er this
morning.”
“Is she?
I'm pretty sure nobody
would recognize It.”
"Yes. that's what pleases her.”—
Cleveland Plain Dealer
Whole Family.
“YVhat are you doing there with the
paper and scissors, Elsie?”
"Making a pig. mamma.”
“A pig!
Y’ou're making a Utter."—
A

days.
SNOWMAN —At Eggeraoggin (Deer Isle),
April 20. Mrs Michael Snowman, aged 74
years, 7 mouths.
At
STANLEY
Oceanville
(Rtoningtou),
IS April 23, Mrs Sadie M Stanley, aged 37 years,
5 months.
STOUSLAND—At North Bucksport, April 26,
Hanson U Stousland, ugetl 65 years, 6
mouths, 4 days.
YOUNG—At Hancock, April 16, Mrs Adelaide
Young, aged 30 years, 4 mouths, 11 days.
LADIES CAN \V» Alt SHOES
One size smaller after using Allen's FootEase, the Antiseptic powder to be shaken into
the shoes for tired, swollen, aching, tender
feet. It makes tight or new shoes feel easy.
Gives rest and comfort.
Sold everywhere,
25c.
Ask for Allen’s Foot-Ease. Don't accept
any submitute.

Teller—I

see
money
sickness whatever.
Client—That’s funny. I’m the
new doctor on the floor below!—New
York Globe.

WORK; HONEST

PRICES

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal a tention
or mail orders

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant
St., Ellsworth, Me.

Telephone 5—5.

LOOK UP YOUR OLD LETTERS
Cash

paid for United States hostage
stamps ^before 1870. Must not be torn or
clipped. Higher prices when left on the
original envelopes. Write to
George A. Hitchcock, Ware, Mass.

Albert N. Cushman
Electrician and Contractor
Electric Supplies and Fixtures.
Ellsworth.
Estey Building,
Telephone 37-11.

F\U R

O O ATS

Don't buy before looking at the

Walk-E-Z Coat
Sold by DAVID FRIEND
Large line of Mackinaws. Repairing Dene
KLL9 WORTH

Steam

Laundry

and Baft Rooms.

‘MO Ear, NO W A A H K B .»
All kinds of laundry work lone at snort notice
Goods called tor and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY &. CO.
Kstey Building, State St,..
Ellsworth, Me

■

I
I

■

■
■

|

"OLD STANDBY”
Since 1873, this “good old standby”
of a bank has safeguarded millions
of dollars for your relatives and
friends.
Put your trust—and your
funds-in it. now.

I

Hancock Co. Savings Bauk Ellsworth

|

IRA

I

■
■
a

B. HAGAN, Jr.
Civil
Land

Sbbtrtiserstnt.

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Correspondence Solicited.
ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME. P. 0. Box 7
Commiaaion IHcrrljanta.

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or

nace—if it is
sure

Made

to meet

by

the Wood

Bangor.

J. P.

a

fin

BOSTON

“Clarion”, it it
every requirement.
a

Sold

Emission merchant

Bishop Co.

by

WANT

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Live

Ellsworth.

Poultry
and

Farm Produce.

Impossible.
Fortune

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

—

Boston Tmnscrlpt.

coming to you and

PLUMBING.

days.

NEWMAN-At Manset. April 18, Mrs Malinda
Newman, aged 82 years, 6 months, 5 days.
At North
SNOW
Brooksvil.'e, April
13,
Alonzo Snow, aged 76 years, 5 months, 15

Agents

W. Moriarty Co., Mfgrs.

HONEST

—

“You may
well say that.
Lord
Charles,” replied the gamekeeper with
hearty acquiescence, “but what little
wind there is Is terrible strong.”

Smith & Head,

can

no

before and after each meal and you will
obtain prompt relief. Sold only by ua,25o
E. G. Moors.

•

TH a

AMERICAN’S

letting drum
of bargain*.

the

advertiaere

are

priee-bare into the /tela

COUNTY
.#

NEWS.
j.-'.

___

|

M’KIN LEY.
Jack Stan wood, of Boston,
week.
Mrs. H. P. Richardson

was

very

ill last

The Underwood plant opened last week,
plenty of fish.

with

Gordius has moved into part of

Harry Brown,

of

Manset,

building

is

occupy Frank
over

Richardson,

the

for the

George Havey, who
ill, is gaining slowly.

has

Mrs. Talbot Butler bad

Lueman Sprague and family
occupying Mrs. Ada Martin’s house. Walter has
employment on Bailey’s Island running a
are

side

Saturday

been

a

iu

Frank McMullin has commenced his
weir at Ship island. He is assisted by Ed
Grindle, Fred Thurston, Leslie Hamblen,
Arthur Black and Hiram Wilson.
members
of Tremont
About forty
chapter, O. E. S., went to Southwest Harbor by invitation of Jephthah chapter to
work degrees on three candidates April 20.

morning.

;;

1.

make

busi-

ness

Judson A. Gordon, with others from
here, left for Halifax last week, to work

promoted
Tank Pond, and

£. R.

Capt. Isaac Somes has joined the
has moved his
at
schooner Portland Packet.
family there.
Mrs. Edward L. Smith and children
The banquet served by the blues of the
hare returned to Bar Harbor.
Sunday school attendance contest was
The girl captains
with
George A. Somes arrived home Friday
sumptuous.
friends were in charge, and evidenced their from the South, where he spent the
ability to carry to a finish the task of en- winter.
tertainers.
Paul R. Atherton, of Bangor, was called
Rev. W. H. Dunham, who visited his here Saturday by the death of his aunt,
parents and friends in Massachusetts and Mrs. Phebe S. Babaon.
New Hampshire while away at conference,
Pearl F. Smith was taken to Bar Harreturned Saturday. His parishioners have j bor hospital last week, where on
Saturday
planned a reception for him and wife at | he underwent an operation. He is re1
the Methodist vestry next Friday even- ported as comfortable.
ing, from 7.30 to 9.30. A cordial invitaMrs. Phebe S.
Babson died Saturday,
tion is extended to friends.
after only a few days' illness of pneuA large gathering of townspeople at monia, at the age of seventy-eight
years.
the funeral of Allan Bragdon was expresstheir sympathy for
the family.
ive of
Among the beautiful floral tributes was a
pillow from schoolmates of the deceased.
Charles Clarke, of Bangor, a friend of the

It

WEST

E.

Thursday.
Chauncy

Butler

is at

was

home

in

from

town

Har-

vard college for his spring vacation.
Miss Retha Gordon, of Sullivan, has
been spending a few days here with relatives.
Frank Bradbury and Harry Gray were
in Portland last week in tte interests of
the Granite Base association.
Charles Clark, of the Algonquin Slipper
Co., of Bangor, recently visited his parents, Samuel S. Clark and wife.
Mr. Latty, of Stonington, was in town
last week looking over the Bianchi black
granite quarry. It is reported that operations may be resumed here.
The largest frame sawed here for years
is now being hauled from the mill of S. S.
Scammon for shipment to Bar Harbor for
the new Odd Fellows hall.
Alden Ryder, Eugene Goodwin and
Foster Marston have gone to Bar Harbor,
for the summer, and Charles Smith and
Jesse Rollins to Northeast Harbor.

The cottagers at Butler’s point are installing a system of water works, operated
by an engine and pressure tank, bringing
water from the artesian well
recently
drilled.
Echo.
April 26.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
George LaGoutte
week

on

was

in

Bangor last

business.

Fred A. Birlem has rented

his

house to

Philadelphia parties for the season.
Mrs. George Leavitt,of Belfast, returned
to her home last Monday. Her daughter,
Mrs. Perley Stanley, and two children, re-

Jm
Too many women struggle
under pains and aches.
They are not sick—but weak,
nervous, irritable.
,
Such women need that bloodstrength that comes by taking
SCOTTS EMULSION. It also
strengthens the nerves, aids the appetite and checks the decline.
If wife or mother tire easily
look rum *m>n. SCOTTS
EMULSION will bmld her up.
or

SHUN SUBSTITUTES.

liii?l

II ■HIM

II.HIT

beat many
can

people

Most of the

I

attended

Sullivan

for the folks at home,

any one,

morning

Fellows and Kebekahs at

to

the

the

There

was

Methodist

another fire this week in

four tenement

building

j

Christie

Jack

Murray,
Wednesday.

A*® O.
war

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

of Mrs.

was

Candage. after a long illness,
April 21. He was a Civil

veteran,

a

member of the

masonic

good citizen. The funeral was
home Friday, conducted by
George Know-lton. There were

a

Elder

the

flowers.

many
about

a

Mr. Candage’s wife died
year ago. He leaves two daugh-

Mrs. Higgins
qualified for the

llodgdon, resigned.

perienced

and well

Mr. Hodgdon and

faithfully
period.
April 24.

served

bis

the

is

assistants

public

for

ex-

duties.
a

have

her

C.

his

M.

Reed, Forrest

Reed, William
Martin Lunt, Ezra Reed and
Ernest Lunt have gone to Northeast Harbor for tbe season.
John Pervear has
gone to Massachusetts, where he has emRobbins,

Sadie.

and

James

N.

sister, Mrs.
Philadelphia ployment

Herring

on a

streamer.

M.

G. D. Atherton is making repairs on
Mrs. Alice Gilley, who ex-

the house of

Benson Stanley, o!| Portland, baa returned to Manset to assist her
son Byerly in getting the
Stanley house in

Alvab Dyer and E. W. Libby

are

aoorrnscr.untB

are

ill.
Miss Ethel Ackley, of Lubec, is employed at E. J. Spur ling’s.
Ira Guptill’s barn burned Friday morning, catching from a brush fire. No in-

For Protection
against the serious

Jen.

25.

digestive organs,—bilousness
inactive bowels, you can rely
on the best known corrective
or

LAMOINE.
Miss Clara Hodgkins has returned to
Brockton, Mass., after a week at home.
Otis Googins who spent the winter at
Mrs. Julia Covey’s, has moved to his home
at East Lamoine.
Miss Alice Reynolds has gone to Cambridge, Mass, to visit her grandparents,
Ansel Reynolds and wife.
R. H.
Apr^l 26.

nity.
April

j

Beecbams
PHIs
awte^±fT.'tssrJA?-®

26.

Spray.
—

sickness so
likely to follow an ailment of the

surance.

April

The resignation of Mr.
Davies is greatly regretted, not only
by his class of boys, but by the commu-

NORTH FRANKLIN.
A

telegram

was

received

April 19,

an-

nouDcing the death in Janesville, Cal., of
John E. Jellison, formerly of this town,
aged sixty-five years. Mr. Jellison went
West in 1878. Two years later he married
Miss Mints Dunn, of Spoonvllle, Cal.,
who, with eight children, survives him.
He leaves one brother-8. W. Jellison, of
this town. For several years Mr. Jellison
was
successfully engaged in lumbering

operations.
April 96.

T.

KIDNEY REMEDY THAT
ACTS ME IB

HARBOR.

Foster returned from Boston, last

Miss Hazel Weston has gone to Lovell to

I have been a terrible sufferer for ft
of years with kidney and lira
trouble, also nervous prostration aod
health generally poor, consululion eotirely run down until life became a burden. 1 tried physicians and every •Tillable remedy but found no relief. Wy
induced to give Dr. Kilmer s .SwampRoot a trial, which acted like magic, ttd

teach.

Sheldon Sumner and family recently
Florida.

number

ar-

rived from

Miss Mildred Jordan has returned to
Higgins classical institute.
S. C. Stover, with his son John and famis at Swan’s Island for a few months.

ily,

Mrs. Eva Palmer, of Bar Harbor, visited
mother, Mrs. Alma Bickford, laat
week.

happy to aay that I believe I am entirely cured and now- as good a man is era.
1 believe it my duty to maze ibis pubht
»»
am

her

A.

B.

Whitehouae and Frank Gerrish
from a business trip to

statement that I may help others
may be suffering from the same trouble.
8wamp~Root is without question tw
greatest remedy in the world. Anyone
in doubt of this statement or the authenticity can address me as below.

have returned
Boston.

Mrs. Julia Sargeut was called to Stonlast week by the illness of her son
Vernon.

ingtou

Yours very traly,
\1. H. MoOOl
Van Wi rt, Ohio, j
)
1

Calvin Webber and family have returned from Wavcrley, Maas., where they
spent the winter.
Elizabeth, widow of Capt. Thomas

Smallidge,
daughters,

died

April

two sons,

10.
one

Ohio
Van Wert County j
The foregoing statement sworn to before me and subacribed in my present*
Ibis 18th day of July, 1900, by the said
M. H. McCoy.
A. C. Gilpin, Notary Public.

State of

She leaves three

brother and two

...

sisters.
At

,a

meeting

of

the

Letter to
Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Baptist sewing

circle, Mrs. Leia Bickford was chosen secretary, owing to the resignation of Mrs.
E. S. Drew.

Prove What Swamp-Root WillD®
For You
8end ten cents to Dr. KiPmr
|
Y., for a -ample
Binghamton,
bottle.
It will convince anyone.
|
will also receive a booklet of valuaol
formation, telling about the kidneys
bladder.
When
writing, ^ ‘J".
mention
the
ELLSWORTH
American. Regular fifty-cent »**« ^
dollar size bottles for sale at all

Itslph Crane snd Mrs. Gertrude
Joy hsve returned from Eastern Maine
general hospital, Bangor, where (hey hive
been for treatment.
Mrs.

April

26.

Mrs. Estelle

of future work.

tUrfjrrtiarmnus

NEWS

week.

pects to return here in September.

plentiful. The weir of J. L. readiness.
& Sons, at Moose island bar, took
Mrs. Coleman Hagan gave a party to Stanley
General Secretary Heald, a! Bar Harbor,
in more than 1,000 bushels on Sunday and
the little folks Saturday evening. Dainty
Mr. Hatfield and Mr.
refreshments were served and a jolly time Monday last. L. W. Rumill’s weir is re- accompanied by
ported as making big catches. Weir meu Saxon, a young college man who will, in
was enjoyed.
are hustling to get their weirs completed.
June, take up the Y. M. C. A. work that
Y.
April 26.
has been so faithfully carried on by W.
Mrs. R. B. Higgins took charge of
GOU LD8BORO.
Edward Davies, held a meeting here SatCenter poitoffice April 1, succeeding F. L.
W. W. Sowle is critically ill.
urday evening for the discussion of plans
Mrs.

WINTER

long

Mrs.

finishing

COUNTY

ters.

improvements.

returned to

way with Bob in Boston.

the

died at his home

held at

NORTH LAMOINE.
Andrew

for

fire has been found.
1

Harbor Friday.

20._

lonely,

E. E.
gutted. The
firemen saved the school building opposite, and other near-by buildings. The
house was unoccupied, and no cause for
The building

Hpofford.

at Castine normal school.

April

bit

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

CAPE ROSIER
Walter Stanley, of Oceanville, died \
is building a weir on Indian
Gray
Irving
Sunday afternoon. Rev. E. 8. Drew held Friday, after a long illness. The funeral i
Point.
his last meeting with the church here, took place Sunday, Rev. Mr. McDougal
Mrs. James Peasley is quite ill of pneuafter nearly seven years of faithful service, officiating. Mrs. Stanley was the daugh- I
The deepest regret is expressed by the ! ter of Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Buckminster. monia.
Stella and Ray Manson returned to Boapeople on his leaving, but their kindest She leaves a husband and two children,
1
wishes go with him to his new field in also several sisters and brothers, among ton Saturday.
them Mrs. Fred E. Webb and William A.
Kenduskeag.
William Counce has bought a horse of
C.
Buckminster, of New York.
April 26.
William Tapley.
Nihil.
April 26.
Judson Davis made a business trip to
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Rockland Monday.
Mrs. M. E. Bickmore had her millinery
SEAL COVE.
Orlando Howard has gone to Dark Haropening last week.
E. L. McLean, wife and children have
bor for the summer.
Miss Marjory Kent is home, after spendreturned to Augusta.
Percy Clifford is building a floating
ing the winter in Augusta.
Rev. Mr. Erb preached at the Baptist
stage for Donald Prentiss.
Carl Sprague gave a rook party to twelve church
Sunday, as the pastor, Rev. F. P.
Albert Gray, with a crew of men, is
of his young friends Saturday night.
Dresser, is ill.
fitting out the yachts of Fred Kellogg.
Mrs. G. W. Smith and daughters, Mrs.
Albert Gray and Arthur Walls, who are
Eugene Jordan and a party of friends
Stockbridge and Mrs. Stinson, have gone to be employed on steamer J. T.
Morse, went to
Bangor Tuesday in his motor
to Portland for a few weeks.
expect to join the steamer about May 1.
boat.
April 26._Special.
Elmer B. Stanley and wife have returned
Mrs. Thomas Innes, of Brockton, Mass.,
to Southwest Harbor, after spending tbe
SUNSET.
arrived Friday to arrange lor repairs on
winter here. Mr. Stanley is employed on
L. B. Cole, with his daughter Alice, left
the Bakeman house,
which
she will
the Rogers estate.
*
Monday for Boston.
occupy in July.
Miss Helen Sawyer, of Southwest HarMrs. Caleb Paris, who has been visiting
G.
April 23.
bor, who for tbe past year has been emher father, H. Knowlton, returned to
as a nurse,
at
ployed
Mass.,
Rutland,
Boston last week.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
visited her grandmother, Mrs. C. D.
Willis Snowden is teaching the West
J.T. R Freeman has returned from an
Sawyer, and other relatives here this
Stonington school, left vacant by Miss week.
enjoyable two months’ trip to Bermuda.
course

a

Odd

church.

lodge,

who is

same

isn’t

Every Bell Telephone is
a Long Distance Station

and will remain here another

preached Sunday

Hancock and Laura Stin-

Robertson,

Wellesley

at bis old borne.

year.
Miss Elvira Fifteld, of West Stonington,
a teacher in Hartford, Conn.,
has been
visiting her parents here.
Rev. Mr.
McDougal, of Oceauvilie,

The
has
been
postmaster
making
changes about the office, putting in new

Addie

at

anywhere.”

Rev. Mr. Blake has returned from the

the teachers' convention at

boxes and other

they keep in touch with all their friends

Trott, of New London, is

L.

conference,

death, and much
her daughter and

Gilbert Schoppe, of Cherry field, was the
of his Bister,
Mrs.
Misses Flossie

doing

J. Carlton Davis, of Camden, is the guest
of his mother, Mrs. Charles Cousins.

BIRCH HARBOR.

son

I sell to like that way of

and

visiting

_

FRANKLIN.

Turner, of Cutler,

can

before

bTONINGTON.

is felt for
only child Judith, who has, with her
mother, always lived at the old home since
the death of her father.
G. 8. S.
April 26.

sympathy

Mrs. Percy JJeBeck is visiting her sister
S.

her

guest over Sunday
M. H. Winslow.

Bangor.

I

next door.

“Do you think I would let that telephone out of my reach? No,
siree! It’s not only money in my pocket in my business, but we are in
the center of a big world of real live people, just because we can call tip

Conners, for several years the
here, has sold out bis

Barton

with deepest regret that her many

was

friends learned of

family, touchingly sang “Crossing the
Bar’’, and the hymn “One Sweetly Solemn
Thought” was rendered by a quartet.
Rev. (i. Mayo officiated.
K.
April 26.

in

there with his mother,

merchant

store

to me

eighty years.

Boston, snd leased the Foster
here,
will open up a new store
snd market about May 15.
A.
April 26.

MOUNT DESERT.

section fore-

to

the

everywhere, and my daughter there
she has mother’s counsel, and it's the

business in

is

even

over

“As

Z. Chafee and family, well known sumresidents here, will not open their
house this season, as they are to travel
through the West and visit the exposition.

leading

seems nearer

business.

mer

_

stone.

man

his borne

who is past

Mrs. Georgia Hayes, a sister of Mrs.
Jennie Blaisdell, of this town, died in the
hospital at Bangor Friday afternoon. The
remains were brought here, and services
were held Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Blaisdell.
H.
April 26.

Mrs. Arthur Banker entertains the X.
E. C. this week.

Bailey Dyer

than

all the time.

of

their home here.

FRANKLIN.

on

town where I do business but

a

relatives

_

was a

There isn't

competitors by selling my goods
get there by train, I can get into
they
telephone
every town in New England all in one day, tell about my stock, quote my
prices, make my deals and sit right here with my eyes on the home store

Gapt. A. A. Hanna and son A. A. Hanna,
Bangor, who have been visiting
here, returned borne Wednesday. jr., came last week, and are getting the
steam yacht Katrina ready for the season.
Mrs. Mary Robertson, who has been in
William Sinclair and wife have gone to
The masons of McKinley lodge, with Bangor caring for her sister, Mrs. Jessie
their wives, were invited by Tremont Robinson, who has been seriously ill, has Sargentville for their honsebold goods.
They will occupy the rent over the
chapter to a picnic supper Thursday of returned home.
Mitchell building.
last week. Supper was served and games
C. H. Newman, wife and two sons,
Enoch L. Welch is building a large adplayed.
Walter and Dallis, who have been in
P. M.
April 26.
Bethel, Vt., two years, have returned to dition on the old homestead, and will

Mr. Libby, of Presque Isle,
visitor in town last week.

OFTEN wonder,” said a local merchant recently, “why our bill for
toll calls isn't larger each month, when I stop long enough to consider the use we make of the telephone, both at the store and at

home.

The poatofBoe building has recently
been painted inside and out, and with a
new hardwood floor, is much improved.

Walter Hammond, wife and two chil-

dren,

]t'

I

Mrs. S. G. See bury, of Bayonne, N. J.,
as manager of the hotel here
this season, arriving about June 'JO.

the matron.

wap

May

about

West Sullivan, will
for Frank L.

work

will return

Hooper, Havey

Edith Abel

COUNTING THE COST

P. L. Aiken. Constance Aiken and Miss
Coggins, of Bangor, spent several days
last week with John Nash and wife.

one

Golden Rule society gave a supper
A Co.’s hall Saturday.

The
in

weirs.

Hollis Brsgdon, who has been attending
Sbaw’s business college at Portland,
arrived home Monday.

Mrs. Susan Hooper and Mrs. Della Jellison, who have been ill, are able to be out
•
again.

motor truck.

of

begin his season’s

seriously

shock

their

summer.

Douglass Milne,

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Rice and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
have opened the Annie Gott restaurant,
which was purchased by Dr. Tapley.

on

Capta. John and William Andrews ere
getting their boats and other boats ready

who has

Trundy

poatofflce.

the work

Hazel Hopkins, of North Sullivan, spent
the week-end with her mother, Mrs. C. H.
Workman.

spent
part of the winter with Mrs. Leonard
Spurling, went to Portland Friday.
Rooney.
April 26.

hotel.

room

Cora

completed

William.

in health.

Mrs.

recent

Mrs. R. H. Sinclair, who has been in
Pittsfield this winter, is visiting her son

Mrs. Eva Salisbury, who has been in
Bar Harbor the past year, is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Hannah Bunker.

a

boat for Winfield Murphy.
Charles Robinson and wife have moved
into their new home, back of the Davis
Mrs. Anna Lunt wiil
Manchester’s shop and

about

Capt. Willis Bunker returned from Bar
Harbor hospital last Monday, much improved

were

Mrs. Olive Stevens, of Belmont, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Fred L. Goodwin.
George Kgne snd L. U. Brsgdon have

house.

E. M. Stanley’s house.
Miss Chaffey has resumed her duties
with Underwood Co.

—-

HORRENTO.
George F. Bartlett and wile
visitors in Boston.

Arthur Joy, who came from the hospital
last w eek, had a relapse Friday and Saturday.
Roy Bulger will move this week from
Bert Spurling's house to the Ben Spurling

week.

Calvin

will visit her brother in Burlington, Vt.,
before returning hc.ne.
Mr. Miller, of Old Town, visited his
daughter, Mrs. Harvey Stanley, last week.

here last

was

3bbn U«ftntnt».

COUNTY NEWS.

Mrs. Stanley

with her fora visit.

turned

»

«

B,
WEST SULLIVAN.

in

Mrs. B. K. Joy bss returned fitem
Boston.

a

visit

stores.

Harvey Thomas ia in Halifax, where he
is

employed.

George Kinaldo snd wife hsve moved
into the tenement formerly
occupied by
Nelson Bunker.

rhe*
Now Is the Time to Get Kid o'
Ugly Spots.
There's no longer the slightest ne
ft5i
feeling ashamed of your freckles.
prescription othine—double strengt
-!Kk
guaranteed to remove these ho-uely
Him ply get an ounce of othine-o<ia
*P
strength—from any druggist and
ttUl
a little of it night and morniiig

Charles Newman, wife and sons Walter
Dallas are visiting friends in town,
having returned from Bethel, Vt., where
they have been located several years.

28._M.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
William Emery, Jr., has returned from
Hart land.

should

26.

to

Whooping Cough

knows the effect of Pine
Dr. Bell'e Pine-Tarbring. auUk relief
<-°ugh, loosens the mucous,
soothes the lining of the throat and
lungs,
coughing .pell. lew eevere.
*
chl,dr'n ebould not
for all Coughs
and Colds. 28c. at your bandy
druggist.
ltlaetrlc Blttors a Spring Tonic.
on

Couch..

that

even

"

the

|

^

completely

beautiful clear complexion.
»treI
to ask for the double
^
othine as this is sold under guars”1
rec ^
money back If it fads to remove

gain

Ht'BBARD.

Well—everyone

see

■'

Be

foreete

soon

freckles have begun to disappear
enl1
the lighter ones have vanished
°oD
It is seldom that more than an
clear the skiu
needed

Mrs. Maude Hood, who has been visiting her mother. Sirs. Bayard Salisbury,
returned to Boston lest week.

April

FRECKLES

!

and

April

_.;

a

sure

?“Dawhich

The local merchant who dots

no

vertise is throwing open the door
'V

mail-order house, which does
and which is looking for just suen
\ ngs.

^
r

NEWS.

noUNTY

Hancock

IIIOH SCHOOL NOTES.
Beooksville high school
*orilTT, South
on ths Held here.
Clark high school
was 16 to 8 In fsvor of South

A«<i

?h,"score

After the game the visiting
Rrooksville*
were entertained at
with its friends,
**
ot tha visiting school.
<r in honor
dreaaed in
sophomore girls aerved,
1
with broad belt#’.of greea, their
The tables and napkins were
“
The
prettily decorated with green.
a regular old Naw England
pner was
consisting of
wrnrdav night sapper,
"
brown bread, pickles, doughnuts,
cakes ot various kinds and

r!»

'“color.

pies,

ream

“dJL

It was gotten up entirely by cononce again Clark high has
tribution. and
to thank the citizens of PenobGreat
,,on heir hearty cooperation.
C. H. 8. committees on
,jt was due the
Jn the evening South

‘si,,,,

-nangements.

their plsy,
Brooks! tile high presented
to a crowded house.
■•Down in Maine,”
llrooKavtlle party departed
At 1U6 the
with their day’s
homo, well pleased
lot

visit to Clark high.
Double Deception,” la being
A farco, “A
ot Clark high to be
drilled by the students
near toture, at an icepreMiited ill the
Proceed# will be used in
rrrsni social.
Suishing payment on the organ.
yir. nark, superintendent of schools,

.pent Monday, April 18,

at the sobool.

Jieit week, instead of the fortnightly
the school plans to have a Jolly
in the evening, when
Mrty out of doora,
ot the school will be
ihe bru-h Unking
burned to the tune of toaeting marah-

ac^al.

oaiiow* and popcorn.
SOUTH DEEK ISLE.
Sanim-I .Judkin» is repairin'; Lewis Judboat.

Kins

very ill

»

ner,

our overland mail
Of pneumonia.

Spofford,

■C W.

ear-

auto-

Lyman Stinson baa purchased
mobile for the R. F. D. buaiueaa.
Mn. H. P. Hatch and daughter have
bwn visiting at Weal Htonington.
an

yProreTstinson has
TToT;. k-""wTth Capt.

been
CL

Rockland

ip

Hardy

L.

and

wife.
has arrived home from

Tracy

Mr* Anna

Boxbury. Maas.,

where she has

the

spent

wilder.
Little Kenneth

Htinaon, who has been

pneumonia, is able to sit
His grandmother, Mrs. C. 51. Pert,
very ill of

up.
has

been earing for him.

Barry Stanley and wife

left

last

week*

Appleton. Mrs. Stanley and daughter
Chry-u! will remain there fur the summer
for

Stanley
Apnl£22.

while Mr.

Is

yachting.
TREP.

BLUfcHILL.

j

Joy Hinckley

Mi*.- Helen

France a.-

Red Cross

a

has gone to

nurse.

t*

Abram, of|New York, is visiting
part nts. Max Abram and wife.
Mi" S S. Harbcugh, of Hewickley, Pa.,
in i> w
hav mg electric lights installed

at

her

Jan
bis

a

garage built.

Ob# r, who has spent the
Bohii n, Baltimore and Wash-

May P.

Mi-win

ta^e and

»<>

rr

in

opened

ing" n. •>»*.“

Lodge”

“Ideal

for the

tei»rtf.
An
o»

A

^b»i

tmij neM

tion

t

enthawaatic meeting of the

t.

i*i.

i>

n.

new

installa-

Friday, April 30,

on

K.

Friday evening.

n-ade for the

was

m

n

held

at the

hat..

h -il

been cboaen to represent lb. «. of M. chapter. Sigma Chi, at
**»>»«
i,mi convention in San Francisco
n 'u»y.
Hi is receiving congratulations
r itie honor thus conferred
■pon him,
H.
briett haa

■

PR

aPfcCr HARBOR.

Ernt--t \\o#*d and wife are receiving
con<rMiulMti(>n«
upon the birth of a
daughier (ferns-stine) on April 23.
Hex. Hoy C. 1>m(sell and wife returned
bo-I'.if-riHy from cot-ference, 5Ir. Dsl*«11 having been returned here for another
year.
Mr-. Van Ness has a crew* at work on
Dollivtr bouse which the Van Nesses
bought in the fall. When completed it
"ill make an attractive summer home.
C.
April 26.
the

MARIAVILLK.
Lester McLaughlin, ol Bangor, is visiting relatives here.
Mrs.
Stephen Albert Rankin was
stricken with partUysi* Saturday, and is
in a critical condition.
Ora R. Frost, who bought a building of
Thomas Hanscom last fall, for a hall, is
having it moved to his ow n land.
April 28.
F,

|

WALTHAM.
K. Haslem has returned from a bus!De“* trip to Paris.
Mrs. Charles Yates, of Bangor, recently
'isited her parents, Charles Jordan and
Her mother returned with her.
A.

Miss Evelyn Pettengill, who has been
home several weeks owing to illness in

tQe

family,
Hasting#*.

has

returned

to

Waldron

April 28.

H.

khruiuHtUm

Yield* Ouiokly

to

Sloan'*

You can’t prevent an attack of Rheumatism
imP1 coming on, but you can stop it almost
Kloau’s Liniment gently spnliSf. 41e,y*
the ,ore joint or muscle penetrates
in a

spot that
few, minutes itto the inflamed
soothes the hot. tender,
■JPn*en l^e Paiu- and
in a very short time
,e«i»ng.
unbelievable
un7!P re,i®i that is it.almost
(Jet a bottle of
experience
Sir*,1* younln,ent
for 25c. of any druggist and
haviPo
*•» the
riore and
a

w

silmit?

house-against Colds,

Joints, Lumbago,

Your mooey
hntP*?*
»t does
give almost
8‘

1

Sciatica aud like
back if not satisfied,
iustant relief.

CASTO R IA
For Infants

■"*

iigal yittat,

libcriinncnM.

I

mm or bains.

PENOBSCOT.
!

___

Children

>n Us* For Ov*r 30 Years

s*.

E. B. GARDNER &

Supreme Judicial Court in Bquity.
Richard W. Hale at ala vs. R. Samuel Robin
•uPr®m® Judicial court. In

Equity***
W. Hale, of Dover. MaaaachuRICHARD
•etta, Robert 8. Hale, Lincoln P. Brigham. Samuel

Johnson and Reginald M. John•on. trustees under the will of Clifford Brigham, G. Tappan Francis, Charles Francis,
Mary McGregor Dalton. Frederic 8. Goodwin,
1for Harriet 8. Jaques, also trustee for
all the other plaintiffs,

Complain Against

AETNA

Incorporated 1819.

j
!

I

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

BOMB

$9,236,024 34
780,337 64

admitted,

1.850 00
927,600 00
80,000 00
6,321,626 47
857.094 14
888,211 11
114 214 68
88,058 63

$7,228,649 08

464,519 86

$6,769,129 67
assets,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 869,778 19
Unearned premiums,
4,081,982 85
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

108.260

00

1,000,000 00
1,269,128 63

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Rem)

Total liabilities and

BUCKSPORT, ME.

CO.,

BOSTON,

18.708 474

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Use and Occupancy
Automobile W* ■
W" Commissions
Profits
MKP
Windstorn
■
Rents
Hail
Tourists’ Baggage
Parcel Post
Sprinkler Leakage
Registered Mail
Sixty years of fair dealing have resulted
in the largest fire insurance company in
America.
Insist upon the Best.
E. B. GARDNER & SON, Agents,
BUCKSPORT, MAINE.

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agenta’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

00
00
00
41
60
96

27

Gi'osa assets,
Deduct items not

$27,697,217 24
109,025 01

$14,906.067 42

admitted,

42,454 56

Admitted assets,
$14,563,612 86
LIABILITIES DEC. *1, 1914.
Net unpaid losses.
$ 562.756 78
Unearned premiums,
6,487.449 10
250.000 00
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
3.000,000 00
5,273 4r06 94
Surplus over all liabilities,

$27,588,192 23
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$724,395 07
9,540,634 00
Unearned premiums,
897.693 14
.All other liabilities,
2.000,000 00
Cash capital,
14.425,470 02
Surplus over all liabilities,

$ 505.840 92

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

418,500 00
20,000 00
4,811,678 09
484,788 52
594,508 29
58,368 79
21,658 46
2,496 60

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

6,917,169 66
541,446 49

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’balances,
Bills receivable,

AdmHted

admitted,

assets,

$6,465,723 17

LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Caen capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

$14,563,612 86

surplus,

81, 1914.

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,

Total liabilities and

Total liabilities and sorplus, $27,588,192 28
E. B. GARDNER & SON.'Agents,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

MASS.

Real

$ 141.018 88
164-880 00
10.000 00
12,339,092 36
792,296 40
996,327 36
110,a58 92
53,100 00

estate,
Mortgage loans.

INSURANCE COMPANY.

ASSETS DEC.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1914.
Resl

ASSETS DEC. 81, 1014.
Real estate,
$1,175,000
2,700
Mortgage loans,
8tocks and bonds,
21.690,>80
Casb In office and bank,
3,217.267
1,180,044
Agents’balances,
228,084
Bills receivable,
194,940
Interest and rents,

surplus, 026.954,099 46
SON, Agents,

E. B. GARDNER &

BOSTON

CO.,

^

98
47
86

Admitted assets,
026,954,099 46
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
0 1.654.270 34
Unearned premiums,
15.261,463 23
All other liabilities,
1,006,272 77
Cash capital,
2,000,000 00
7,043,103 12
Surplus over all liabilities,

BUCK8PORT, ME.

INS.

CONTINENTAL

00
00
00
70

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

surplus, $6,769,129 67
SON, Agents,

INSURANCE

81, 1914.
f

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

E. B. GARDNER A

PHCKNIX

CO.,

CONN.

AS8ETS DEC.

31, 1914.
$

admitted,

Total liabilities and

INSURANCE

HARTFORD,

CONN.

Admitted

NEW YORK.

Conflagration Proof.
Ocean,

I

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

HARTFORD FIRE

FIKE; INS. CO.,

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

Marine-Inland and

j

4.800 00
69.006 21
219,709 29

Total liabilities and surplus,
E. B. GARDNER A SON,
BUCK8PORT, ME.

INSURANCE CO.

regards policy-holders,

1,466,392 20

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

Elbridge G. Snow, President.
OBQ A1VTZBD 1858.
§ 8,000 000
Cash capital.
85.313 534
Cash assets. January 1. 1916.
Liabilities (except cash capital), 18,810 085
as

29,899 00
8,668 278 06
1,169,733 94

banks.

gencies,

884 109 96
5,000.000 00
6,668.448 39

KKW YORK.

Surplus

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,

Admitted assets,
$8,464,686 80
LIABILITIES, DEC. 81, 1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$1,872,776 23
Unearned premiums.
8,088.061 80
Voluntary leserve for contin*

THE

SON, Agents,
BUCKSPORT, ME.

E. B. GARDNER A

Total liabilities and

$

575,940 17
2,377,724 94
174,329 30
1.000,000 00
2,337,728 76

surplus, $6,465,723 17

e. b. Gardner & son.

Agents,

BUCK8PORT, ME.

J

We represent the best companies in the world, and for 58 years have
promptly paid all losses.

1856-BUCKSPORT, MAINE-iois

»

|
1

.."-

..

--•

seek to quiet any title
I claim and do not
thereto.
that this
Wherefore the plaintiffs pray
honorable court may:
meet.
i. Order such notice as It shall deem
Enter a decree delariug the validity,
3
nature and extent of the title of the plainthem.
tiffs and of the several titles of each of
as
3. Grant such other and further relief
the nature of the case may require or may
seem meet and just.
Dated this 6th day of April a. d. 1915.
E. B. Mbaks. Atty.
for all Plaintiffs.

1

Hancock

STATE OF MAINE.
Supreme Judicial

ss.

—

Court.

In

d. 1015.
supreme
Upon the foregoing bill filed in
Hancock
for
county,
in
court
equity,
Judicial
having
Maine, on April 1, 1915,
been made for an order of notice, it is ordered

April 20.

».
our

application

That the usual subpcena returnable on
1
to each of
the first Tuesday of June, 1915,
the defendants named in the said bill ss now
residing in our State of Maine, service a to be
copy
made upon each of such defendants by
of the subpcena and bill with this order
thereon fourteen days at least before the return day thereof.
2. That the defendants named in said bill
to wit:
as residing out of our State of Maine,
Olive R Loud, of Merrimac, Mass., Charles
W. Lynam. of Concord, N. H., Lewis Conners,
Clarissa T. Burroughs, both of Boston, Mass.,
Mass., Etta J.T.
of
John
Wilson, of Winthrop. Mass.. Sarah T. Hodgdon, of Weymouth, Mass., William L. Tufts,
of New York. N. Y., Beatrice H. Lowther, of
San FranBrooklyn. N. Y E. V. Lynam of Morris
and
cisco, California, Effingham B
Pa.,
of
both
Philadelphia,
John G. Johnson,
each be required to appear and answer this
bill within one month of personal service of
this order upon them respectively as hereinafter ordered.
That the defendants named in said bill
3.
wit: R.
as residing in parts unknown, to
Samuel Robinson. Etta Hutchings, Ebenezer
and all persons
Bunker,
F.
Charles
Edgeriy,
unknown made defendants therein be required to appear and answer the bill within
three mouths of the publishing and posting
hereinafter ordered.

ifsae

....

L?Tufts,

Winchester.

..

1

....

That notice or me ioreBuiuK wrun
residgiven to the above-named defendants
ing out of our State of Maine, to wit: Olive
K. Loud, Charles W. Lyuam. Lewis Conner®,
Clarissa T. Burroughs, John L. Tufts, Etta J.
T. Wilson. Sarah T. Hodgdon, William. L.
EfTufts, Beatrice H. Lowther, E. V. Lynam,
B. Morris, and John (4 Johnu u. by
4.

I
I

1

fingham
causing a copy of the bill and this order,
thereon, attested by the clerk of this court,
served
be
to
personally upon each of
them, except such as may voluntarily appear
three mouths from the
within
in this action,
date of this order, by some officer qualified
to serve civil process in the place where they
said service.
may be louud at the time o!
The return of said service shall 1-e verified ny
the affidavit of the officer making the service
aud his authority certified by the clerk of
a court of record.
That a copy of this bill and the order
5
thereon, attested by the clerk of this court, be
a newspublished in the Ellsworth American,
said county
paper published in Ellsworth. in
the
of Hancock, for two weeks successively,
last publication to be at least seveu days oed.
1315.
a.
of
June,
the
first
Tuesday
fore
6
That a copy of the hill and this order
thereon, lUte.teil by the clerk ot thin gourt.
he posted in s couiipicuou* place on the land
described In the bill and another at the store
of Wm H. Sherman at Bar Harbor. Maine,
said copies tc be posted at least fourteen days
hefoie the first Tuesday of June, a. d 11115.
The return of such posting and publishing
shall be verified by the affidavit of any one of
th» plaintiffs or of their attorneys of record.
Arno W. Kino,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of bill in equity and order of
court thereou.

Attest:

of or persoos claiming under
tract
William Lyuam, Jr., may claim a small
of the
in the southeastern corner by virtue
but the
facts stated in paragraph 5, clause 11,
believe they do not in fact so claim.
olaintlffs
V
deCharles F. Bunker, or his grantees,
visees. or direct heirs, if any there are. may
virtue of the
by
southwestern
the
claim
part
13.
facts stated in paragraph 5. clause
Such of said claims as do not depend upon
the
instruments
written
of
construction
the
the producplaintiffs cannot meet without
of evidence. It may be that the defendother claims upon
ants or some of them have
their sup
the premises and the description of
claims is not intended to limit the re-

tion

posed

sa/d

[

■

■■

■

C*The* heirs

to*

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

Aggregate, including capital and surplus,
§23.400,528 99
§11,688.448 39
Surplus for policy-holders,
Losses paid in 98 years,
144,893.863 21
E. B. GARDNER A SON, Resident Agents.
BUCKSPORT. ME., Agency.
TUB

ASSETS DEC.

Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

284,040 24

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

HARTFORD,

MARYLAND.

Agents’balances,

$28,400,62$ 99
LIABILITIES, DBC. 81,1914.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 1,027,654 70
9.820,818 94
Unearned premiums,

brothers.

dee/

Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

$28,684,567 28
admitted,

THE CONNECTICUT

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1914.
Real estate,
$ 738,006 64
3,000 00
Mortgage loans,

Admitted assets.

1st. That the plaintiffs have made diligent
inquiry and are unable to ascertain more precisely the residences of the persona above

7th°UBy
iJd

BALTIMORE,

Commenced bueinese 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, President.
E. J. Sloan, Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, 15,000,000.
ASSETS, DEC. 81, 1914.
Real estate,
$
627,207 98
Stocks and bonds.
18.949,550 87"
Cash in office and bank,
1,975,818 86
2,024,697 49
Agents’balances,
Interest and rents,
112,867 70
Bills receivable,
4,526 38

Maine, now of parts unknown, and persons
unknown claiming under him.
S«h. Charles F. Bunker, formerly of Eden,
Maine, now of parts unknown, and persons
unknown claiming as his grantees, devisees,
or direct heirs,
and say

exception from the deed of other
heirs of William Lyuam. Jr. to John S. Lynain
John 8. Lynarn to
of
the
from
a
those under whom the petitioners claim,
has not
small bnrial lot shown on said plan
no
make
and
they
the plaintiffs,
passed

UNITED STATES FIDELITY St GUARANTY CO.,

COMPAN1,

INSURANCE

HARTFORD, CONN.

Edgerly. formerly of Eden,

6th. The several defendants claim, or may
the said
claim, some right, title or interest in
Schooner Head estate as follows:
The Bingham trustees may claim the shore
of the
under various possible construction#
in paragraph 5,
instruments referred to
clauses 1. 8,4.
The Bingham trustees mav claim the westin paraern part by virtue of the facts stated
graph 5. clause 12.
claiming
or
person#
Kdgerlv.
Ebenexer
under him. may claim the northeastern part
in paragraph 5.
by virtue of the facts stated
clauses fi and 7.
The heirs of or persons claiming under
Samuel Robinson may claim the larger porof the
tion of the northeastern part by virtue
fact* stated in paragraph 4. clause*, 7. 9.
the
southeastern
in
tract
small
and
and 10.
to it when
corner, it Robinson had any title
he gave the deed described in said paragraph,

I

t
_

Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia,
4th. Bbenezer

named where not particularly described or
tbe names and residences of the heirs and
persons unknown, who are not named above,
wherever the possibility of a defect in their
ti< le is known to tbe plaintiffs, they have included by name and specific residence one or
more of the class entitled to make such adverse claim, except in the case of Ebenezer
Edgerty, and of Charles F. Banker, In each
of which cases it is obviously unreasonable
to
expect that more should be done, as will
hereafter appear.
2nd. For more than forty years prior to
and at the date of this bill some one of the
plaintiffs, singly or some two or more of them
or those under whom
as tenants iu common
they claim, have been and are in open, notorious, exclusive and uninterrupted pos
each of
session
under color of title of
several contiguous parcels of land which
together make up tne land hereinafter desn
estate
of freehold
scribed. claiming
therein, viz., the fe»* simple.
3rd.
The several plaintiffs hold their several parcels by title derived from a number
Tbe property is known
of common sources.
H-ad estate and tbe several
as the Hchooner
so
connected with each
it
are
of
portion*
other and tbe ownership of them is and has
been ho iuierwoven that for purposes of title
it substantially consists of one estate, and all
claims relative thereto may and ought to be
determined iu this action.
hereinafter
4th. The land iu question,
called Hchooner Head estate, is situate at
iu K.den, Maine, and is
Hchooner Head
beginbounded and described as follows:
ning at the northeasterly corner thereof at
tbe sea; thence running westerly by tbe original north line of the William Lynam lot on
land of Bliss and b> said line produced, to
a bolt In the rock. 100 rods beyond the ridge
of Newport mountain; thence southerly by
two lines about Hi rod* to auother bolt in the
roca: thence southeasterly about 70 rods to a
bolt in the rock at the ridge of Newport
mountain; thence southerly along said ridge
loan ther bolt in the rock, a corner with
land
of trustees of public reservations:
about 1R0 rods and
tbrnoe southeasterly
northeasterly about 134 rods by land of
Homans to the sea and the southeasterly
corner of the original
Lynam lot; thence by
A
the sea to tbe point of beginning.
plan
showing the Hchooner Head estate as above
or less
more
acres
3*20
described, containing
several
and identifying and describing the
parcels co tained therein and the plaintiffs
who are the owners ther*of and of each parcel. will be produced a1 tbe trial of this case.
5th. The hiatory of the Schooner Head
ia
eat te. so far aa material to this hill,
as follow-:
.•subdivision “A**, clauses t io tl, oiiginal
Lvnam lot. (I) In 1787 the Legislature of
Massachusetts by resolve granted to Bartolerai
and Marla Teresa de Gregoire an undivided
half of Mount Deaert island, reserving certain rights to tbe original settlers thereon.
(2) In 1784 the supreme Judicial court of
Massachusetts confirmed a partition giving
the De Gregoirea the eastern half of said
island.
3) In 1782 the De Gregoirea com
veyed the eastern part of the Hchooner Head
estate to William L>nam. sr.. an original settler, by deed acknowledging his setiler’a title
and (4) the remainder of their half of the
Island, through Henry Jackson, to William
Bingham, whose title, so far as msterlal
is now vested in the Bingham
hereto,
trustees. (5) In I8t6 William Lynam. sr.,
conveyed said eastern part of the Hchooner
Head estate to William Lynam, Jr. (6) In
1818 William Lynam. Jr., conveyed the northeastern part to Ebenezer Edgerlv and Robert
alone
Edgeriy. (7) In IHJH Robert Edgerly
couveyea me wnoieor saiu uurmcmwiu k-**
whose
by warranty deed to Clement Bunker,
title thereafter v**s*ed in Samuel Kobinson.
need cov(8) In 1825 Samuel Kobinson gave a
the Schooner
ering the southeastern part of
norththe
of
small
and
a
Head estate
piece
his
eastern part to William Lynain. jr., but
deed omitted a small tract at the southeastRobinSamuel
the
estate.
of
(9)
ern corner
the remainder of the northsou abandoned
was
eastern part prior to 1858 and the same
for non-payEden,
of
forfeited to the town
ment of taxes.
(10) lu 1859 the selectmen or
Kden conveyed the land so torfeited to Daniel
Kimball, under whom the plaintiffs claim,
with warranties against persons claiming
under the town and acknowledged the pay(II) In 1882
ment of the taxes by Kimball.
the heirs of William Lynain. Jr., conveyed
Head
Scboouer
of
ihe
the sontbeaa-ern part
estate wiih the small piece of the northeastdeeii of
ern
part acquired under Robinson's
1824 to John S Lyuam. under whom the plaintiffs claim, but also omitted the small tract
at the southeast corn* omitted by Robinson
in 1825. Subdivision ‘"B”, Brewer lot, clause
12. (12) lu 1845 John Black, as attorney for
the then
Bingham trustees, conveyed the
weateru half of said Schooner Head estate
in title, but
to the plaintiff’s predecessors
could be authorized
or
was
whether he
Subdithereto b' said trustees is doubtful
fl8) About 1870 one
vision “C”. Bunker lot.
souththe
of
owner
F.
Bunker,
Charles
withwestern part of said estate, disappeared
and the plainout known wife, child, or will,
H.
Hale,
Robert
and
W.
Hale
tiffs. Richard
claim said southwestern part under a warBanker's father and
ranty deed from said

Solicited

Correspondence

Connection.

Telephone

1st. The heirs of or
persons claiming under
Samuel
Robinson, late of Newburyporl,
Mass., including R. Samuel Robinson of parts
unknown and persons unknown claiming
under him; and Olive R. Loud, of Merrimac,
Mass.
ind. The heirs of or persons claiming
under William Lynam, ir.,'late of Rden,
Maine; including John 8. Lynam, Alonzo W.
Parker, Lizzie E. Moon, John W. Conners,
Alfred E.
Conners, Frank H. Conners,
Charges
E.
E.
Conners,
Preble,
Myra
Ida
M.
F.
Marion
Morrison.
Rich,
Herbert P. Higgins, William F. Clark, all of
Eden, Maine; Clarence Lynam, Mary I. Martin, Cora A. Kimball, all of Mount Desert,
Maine; Nancy Jane Smith, of North Haven,
Maine; Charlotte Wright, of Saco, Maine;
Charles W. Lynam, of Concord. N. H.; Lewis
Conners, Clarissa T. Burroughs, both of Boston. Mass.; John L. Tufts, of Winchester,
Mass.; Etta J. T. Wilsou, of Wintbrop, Mass.:
Harsh T. Hodgdon, of Weymouth, Mass.;
William L. Tufts, off New York, N. Y.;
Beairloe H. Lowther, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; E.
V. Lynam, of ban Francisco, California; Etta
Hutchings of parts unknown, and persona
unknown claiming under her.
Srd. The Bingham Trustees, viz-: Effingham B. Morris and John G. Johnson, both of

for Hancock and Waldo Counties

Agency

Insurance

SON,

T. F. Mahonby,
Clerk S. J. Court.

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURES
Mariaville,
rpo Benjamin Thompson, late of
X in the county of Hancock and State of
Maine, deceased, and to all persons interested
in his estate:
Whereas the said Benjamin Thompson, on
the eighteenth day of December, a d. 1913,
mortgaged to L. W. Jordan, of Ellsworth, iu
said county and Stats, “one bay gelding
(horse) two years old last spring ana being
same raised bv said Thompson," to secure the
payment of fifty dollars, which mortgage is
recorded in the town records of the said town
of Mariaville, in book 4, page 238; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, and remains broken, now therefore. notice is hereby given of my intention
to foreclose said mortgage for breach of its
L. W. Jordan.
condition.
Dated Ellsworth, Maine, April 9, a. d. 1915.

presented by Virginia H. Roberts, a
daughter of said deceased.
Hudson G. Gray, late of Orland, in said
ceased,

To all persona interested in either of tb*
estates hereinafter named:
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the sixth
day of April, a. d. 1915,
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered: That
notice thereof be given to all persons interested. oy causing a copy of this order to be
successively in the
published three weeks
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth in said county, on the fourth day of
May, a. d. 1915, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

Petition that Joshua I.
county, deceased.
Gross or some other suitable person be apof the estate of said
pointed administrator Maria
C. Meade, a sisdeceased, presented by
ter and heir-at-law of said deceased.
Charles Nelson Leach, late of Penobscot, in
Pinal account of
said county, deceased.
Everett E. Leach, executor, filed for settlement.
Fannie M. Miller, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First and final account
of Myra D. Joyce, executrix, filed for settlement.
Cornelius B. Smith, late of the city, county
and state of New York, deceased.
First and
final account of Lincoln Cromwell and Clarence Bishop Smith, executors, filed for settlement.
Josephine H. Hayford, late of Bucksport, in
said county,
deceased. First account of
Widber T. Hill, administrator, filed for settlement.
Arthur L. Farnham, a minor'of Orland, in
said county. Second account of Linna E.
Gibbs, guardian, filed for settlement.
Edward Byard, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Ahbie M.
Byard. widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
BERTRAND E. CLARK, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—E. E. Chask, Register.

THE

cause.

Charles A. Candage, late of Mt. Desert, in
Final account of
said county, deceased.
Arthur H. Candage and Thomas Searls, executors, filed for settlement.
Willard C. Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Second and last account of
G. M. Staples, administrator, filed for settlement.
Arthur L. Farnham, a minor of Orland. in
said county. Petition filed by Linna E. Gibbs,
guardian, for license to lease certain real estate of said minor, as described in said petition.
Leonard G. Grant, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by George A.
Martin, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Lizzie A. Googins, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Edmond
J. Walsh, executor, for license t© sell certain
real estate of said deceased, as described in
said petition.
Charles Nelson Leach, late of Penobscot, in
Petition filed by
said county, deceased.
Everett E. Leach, executor, that an order be
issued to distribute among the heirs-at-law of
said deceased, the amount remaining in the
hands of said executor, on the settlement of
his final account.
Willard C. Gray, late of Penobscot, in said
Petition filed by G M.
county, deceased.
Staples, administrator, that an order be is
sued to distribute among the heirs-at-law of
said deceased, the amount remaining fn the
hands of said administrator, on the settlement of hU second and last account.
.MttliKia

w.

niantou.

iaie

ui

w

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
ANDREW J. GOTT, late of EDEN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to ure-ent the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Lucy C. Gott.
April 13,1915.

THE

subscriber hereby
rpHE
she has been
JL

gives notice that

duly appointed adminis-

tratrix of the estate of
ALVAH DOLLIVER, late

of

SOUTHWEST

HARBOR,1
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Nkllik M. Nkwman.
April 13. 1915.

asuiugiun.

Petition filed by Bernard H.
D. 0., deceased.
Fowle and Benjamin 8. Minor, both of Washington, D. C., praying tnat the appointment
of said petitioners named as trustees in the
last will and testament of said deceased, may
be confirmed hr said court.
Fannie M. Miller, late of Eden, iu said
Petition filed by Myra i>.
county, deceased.
Joyce, executrix of the last will and testa
ment of said deceased, that the amount of
inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased. be determined by the judge of probate.
Harriet Ellen Henderson, late of Bucks
port. in said county, deceased. Second account of Minnie L. Snow, executrix, filed for
settlement.
Lydia J. Cobb, late of Bucbsport, in said
Petition filed by Herbert
county, deceased.
8 Cobb, administrator, for lioense to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
iu raid petition.
Freeman G. Leach, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said decea-ed, together with petition for
rebate thereof, presented by Maggie A.
each, the executrix therein named.
Edward E. Lovejoy, late of West GouldsA certain inboro, in said county, deceased.
strument purporting to be the last will and
of said
testament and one codicil thereto
deceased, together with petition for probate
tberecf. presented by Old Colouy Trust Company, executor therein named.
Guy Mullan, late of Hancock, in said counA certain Instrument purportty, deceased.
iug to be the last will ami testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, presented by EUwoud J. Waish, the
executor therein nameLinda M. Lyuam, late of Mount Desert, in
A certaiu instrument
said county, deceased.
purporting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Mabel L. Lynam, the executrix therein named.
Eliza I. Jordan, late of Waltham, in said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and testament of
said decease/!, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Howard L. Jordan, the executor therein named.
Eunice L. Williams, late of Ellsworth, in
said county deceased. A certain instrument
pui porting to be the last will and testament
of said deceased, together with petitiou lor
presented by Sidney H.
probate thereof,
Williams, the executor therein named.
late of Malden, county
M.
Roberts,
George
of Middlessex. commonwealth of MassachuPetition that Virginia H.
setts, deceased.
Roberts or some other suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said de-

t

licjjal Notices.

legal ITottea.

3Ugal Mature.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
MARY H. LEWIS, late of MT. DESERT,
in the county of# Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the'law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same fo»
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Mary E. Lewis,
Northeast Harbor.
April 6,1915.

THE

riiHB sutscnber hereby gives notice that
A she has been duly appointed administratrix de bonis non of the estate of
HENRY A. M. JOY, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted Iheietc
;
are requested to make payment immediately.
Olive M. Joy,
394 Hammond St.
April 13, 1915.
I
Bangor, Maine.

j

|

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
SARAH J. BUNKER, late of FRANKLIN,
i in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All per| sons
demands
against the eshaving
tate
of
said deceased
are
desired
to
I
the same for settlement, and all inebted thereto are requested to make pay; ment immediately.
Eugene Bunker.
I
April 6, 1915.

j
|

THE

Sresent

[

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CLARA E. FORD, late of HANCOCK,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Wesley I. Ford.
April 6, 1915,

THE

NOTICE

OP FORECLOSURE.
Ina F. Moore and Percy F.
Moore, then of Bucksport, county of
Hancock, State of Maine, by their deed of
mortgage dated June 28, a. d 1906, and recorded In Hancock county registry of deeds
in book 430, page 446, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land in
said Bncksport on northeasterly side of road
from Bucksport village through Cape Cod
settlement, so-called, being a part of lot No.
69 in the fourth range of lots in said town
bounded beginning on said road at corner of
lot No 69 and corner of lot No. 70; thence bysaid road northwesterly about 28 rods to m
large pine stump near a cherry tree; thence
easterly on aline parallel with line between
lots 69 and 70 so far as to make six and onehalf acres, also one other lot containing
twenty acres more or less, bounded northwesterly by N. Bassett's old farm, southwesterly by land formerly of Ebenezer Bassett,,
easterly by the town road, westerly by land
now or formerly of Benjamin Smith.
Also
one other lot containing three and one-half
acres, bounded northerly by land formerly of
N. Bassett, easterly and southerly by land
formerly of N. Basset, jr., westerly on the
road. Also one other li t in said town being
the easterly end of lot No. one hundred and
sixty-nine in fourth range of lots brunded
by land formerly of N. Basset, northerly and
to extend westerly one hnndod rods to a
fence and a tree in the fence, being the southeasterly corner of said lot No. 169 containing
twenty-five acres more or less, together with,
the buildings thereon, and being the same
premises conveyed to said Ina F. Moore and:
Percy F. Moore, June 28, 1906 by Harriet L.
Moore, and Eben B. Moore, by deed to be recorded, and whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have beeD and now remain broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of
conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice for that,
Benjamin R. Stubbs,
purpose.
by T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, April 10, 1915.
STATE OF MAIN ft.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the thirteenth day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and fif-

WHEREAS,

teen.

\

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will and testament and
codicil of
SAMUEL W. BR1DUHAM, late ot fi.VJBTL

A

PROVIDENCE,

in the state of Rhode Island, deceased, and of
the probate thereof in said state of Rhode
Island, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed
at Ellsworth, in said
county ot Hancock,
prior to the fourth day of May, a. d. 1915.
tbai they may
at a probate court then
appear
to be held
at
Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o’clock In the foreshow cause, if anv they have,
noon, and
against the same.
BERTRAND E. CL AUK. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original ordtr,
E. Chase, Register.

_Attest:—E.

subscriber Hereby
notice that
he has beeu duly appointed
THE
the last will
gives

executor

and testament of
FRANK T. BRIDGES, late of BROOKLINE
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bondsbting required by the terms of said will. All
persons having deroauds against the estate ot
said deceased are desired to present the same
lor settlement, and all indebted thereto are:
requested to make payment immediately.
R. C. Bridges.
April 6, 1915.
of

The merchant who says he does not
believe in advertising, nevertheless
vlaces a sign over his door and decorates his wiiulmo.
The sign tells the
oasser-by where the
merchant is
located; the attractive window invites
him in from the sidewalk.
That's advertising, and good as far as it goes,
but it doesn’t go far enough—it doesn't
get beyond the sidewalk. An advertisement in the local paper carries the sign
and the window to the homes of
propective customers, and pulls them
som the home to the store.

3bbrrtt«nnmt».

POWDER AND BALL

•
_

Woman Should Know

Every

There are three entirely different kinds of baking powder,

namely:

FROM

(1) Cream of tartar, derived
from grapes ;
(2) Alum, a mineral acid; and
(3) Phosphate of Lime.

him.

contains

April

WEST TREMONT.
W. H.

Ordway,

Edwin

gone

away to
James.
L.

W. Orcutt is building

F.

shop.
little son of Floyd

addition

an

on

Adelbert Rf-^d has gone to Seal Harbor
to work.

The

christened Berwin

Black

has

been

Fred.

Otis last week.

Miss Villa A. Saunders has gone to
North Bluehill, where she is employed.

Isaac Murphy is working for Freeman
Gott at Bernard.

Mr9. Richard Grindle, of East Bluehill,
was the week-end guest of her mother,

Ingalls, of Surry,

visited his

son

The W. T. I. society will meet with Lena

Torrey

next

Thursday.

Rev. E. E. Harrison preached her farewell sermon here Sunday.
A. A. Lopaus is employed by Robie Norwood at Southwest Harbor.

Capt. Hosea Kent,

of

Swan’s

Island,

visited friends here last week.

from this

place have gone to
McKinley to work in the factory.
Mrs. George Haynes, with children, Alton and Genie, of Trenton, is visiting her*
parents, Willard Gott and wife.
Edwin Ingalls, who is with his aunt,
Mrs. Hollis Austin, in Lamoine, spenj
Saturday and Sunday with his parents.
Earle Farley, with daughter Ariel,
Tremont, spent last week at the home

Mrs.
of

Mrs. Angie Carter

returned from
North Sedgwick where she has been with
her
who was ill.
has

daughter,

Two tires last Tuesday, one on L. C.
Roberts’ land and one in Jamea Grindle's
The
pasture, burned all the forenoon.
in Mr. Grindle

one

s

pasture

came

within

feet of Albion Closson’s house and
Mr. Roberts’ fire burned through
two fields and went to the pond.
five

Miss Leola Rumill spent the week-end
in Sutton with Miss Ethel Bunker.
Several

Billings.

Mrs. Edna

parents, Charles P. Lunt and wife.
Augustus Gordius and wife have gone
to McKinley for the summer.
Calvin
Gordius and wife have been there several
of her

weeks.

Henry Abie and wife and William Martis, who have spent the winter m Boston,
have returned to their home on W. A.
Clark’s point.
Mrs. A. C. Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, spent last week with her son Dennis.
Mrs. Dennis Norwood, thongh able to sit
up, does not gain very fast.

stable.

April

26.

A.

ATLANTIC*.
The Rebekah circle met with Mrs. Hazel
Staples Saturday.
There was a sociable and dance at Seaside

on

Mrs.

Tuesday night.
Marcus, of Stonington,

town this week

Levi Joyce

fall, and
days.

was

on

was

business.

injurd last week by a
confined to his bed a few

was

Schools began Tuesday, the grammar
being taught by Miss Ruth Staples,
and the primary by Mias Ellen Hall, of
North Sollivan.
J. E. M.
April 24.
INDIAN POINT.
William 8. Walla, jr., and Carrol Walls,
of Sooth Bluehill, are visiting here.
William 8. Walls and daughter Lizzie,
South Bluehill, were here recently.

School has reopened with the same
The ladies aid met with Mrs. Walter 9.
Lunt last Wednesday, as Mrs. E. B. Reed teacher, Mrs. Elizabeth Liscomb, of Bar
was too ill to have them.
Their picnic i Harbor.
was postponed until further notice.
Mrs. Lola Richards, of West Eden, recently visited her mother, Mrs. A. M.
W. Lunt anCapt. and Mrs.

George

engagement of their second
daughter, Janet C., to Robert Wayne.
The wedding will take place in Ban Juan,
Porto Rico, in June.
They will take a
wedding trip to Jamaica and the United
the

nounce

States, visiting

here in

July.

Higgins.
April 26.

H.
BLIT EH ILL FALLS.

Stuart Conary, who has been very ill, is
better.

George Bickford and family have rooms
The central office of the Island telephone
for the summer in M. A. C. Candage's
has been brought from Southwest Harbor to the dwelling house of L. S. ; house.
Springer. Mr. and Mrs Springer will
Mr. and Mrs. Davidson have returned to
leave tor the West early in May, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jasper Norwood, the central ! fbeir home in Pennsylvania for a short
operators, will care for th ir home.
stay before coining here for the season.
Thelma.
April 26.
27.
Crumbs.
April

NORTH CASTINE.
Mrs.

DEDHAM.

Grace D. Ordway is ill.

Ralph Dodge

is

fireman at A.

Black, of Brewer high school,
home for the week-end.

Miss Alta

K. Dodge’s

was

Mrs. Maggie Maynard is visiting her
Gertrude H. Dodge has employment in i daughter, Mrs. Babbidge, of Holden.
Miss Gladys Wakefield fell from a horse
Bangor.
last week breaking her arm at the elbow.
Mrs. Fred Dunbar is home from Brockmill.

ton.

April

Mass.

26.

Howard Lowell is working for William
Be van at Castine.
Mrs. Lizzie Dunbar has returned from
visit in BrookBviiie.

Jeanette Wardwell is home from
the high school, ill of measles.
Miss

A

son was

born to Mr. and

Wardwell April 19 (Dwight

Mrs.

JioydT.

Percy

George Wardwell, of South Penobscot,
is with his brother Fred, who has been ill,
but is better.
Ruth Smith, of South Penobscot,
recent visitor to her sister, Mrs.
Emma Wardwell.
Mrs.

was

OTTER CREEK.
Charles

a

a

B.

Young

George Smith
on

is ill.

has

a crew

of

men

at work

the sidewalk.

Mrs. Clara Davis is in very poor health.
Greeley Walls and Florentine Davis
have bought new automobiles.
G.
April 26.
SEAWALL.

Agnes Ward is teaching at Argyle.
C. E. Metcalf and wife, of Medfield,
Mass., are at their cottage here for the
summer.

Superintendent-of-Schools W.
will

E.

Clark

here soon, to occupy the
owned by the late David

house

move

formerly

Hitch-

cock.

Mrs. W. S. Bridges, of Penooscot, spent
days last week at the home of her
parents during the absence of her father,
several

Rewena Rebekah
annual

May 5.
April

lodge will have its
Ward's hall, Manset,

May ball at
Kelley’s orchestra.

T. E. D.

26.

WEST SEDGWICK.

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

are.

is

only

when

!
1

the band—It Is not to be recommended
as a fashionable bobby—without any
serious Inconvenience.
Indeed, guniwwder was first used as an Incendiary
composition. But a firework or a gun
charged with gunpowder will explode
with a loud report and may cause fatal wounds.
Gunpowaler is the best known explosive mixture. It Is made from the
1
commonest
ingredients—carbon, sul; phur and saltpeter. There are several
piodificatlous of gunpowder, other
nitrates being substituted for the saitpeter—potassium nitrates. The nitrates
give the oxygen to the mixture, without which it would iy>t burn at all,
! other explosive mlxturis containing
chlorates which have the same amount
j of oxygen as saltpeter and the nitrates.
! The different powders are used in different circumstances where a more
violent or a slower or a safe explosive
is required, for It is net always the
same effect which one asks from an
explosive. Velocity may at times be
sacrificed, say. In favor of a higher
weight of common shell. Gunpowder
is a "low” explosive. Its explosion is
slow, and its effect Is less violently

|

disruptive.
Dynamite Is probably the best known
"high" explosive, and the name does
not stand for one particular substance,
but for a large class, which are, in effect, diluted nitroglycerin and which
are generally list'd for blasting.
Guncotton may be dcscrilied as a
nitrate of cotton wool (which the
chemist would call cellulose).
Both
nitroglycerin and guncotton are less
nseful as explosives themselves than
their derivatives, although Russia and
(ho I’nitcd States use compressed wet
Jhincotton In their high explosive
shells.
One of the most famous derivatives i« the smokeless propellant
called cordite.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Eugene Gray, of Bangor, spent Sunday
with his family.
ALLEN’S FOOT-EASE f-r the TROOPS.
Mrs. Mildred Gray has been very ill, but
Over 1CO.OUO packages of Allen’s Foot-Ease,
the antiseptic powder to shake into your is now
It is not what the best men do but
improving.
•hoes, are being used by the German and
Allied troops at, the front, Decause it rests
Miss Edith Gray, of Florida, is visiting what they are that conatitutee their
the feet aud makes walking easy.
Hold
benediction to their fellow men.—Phileverywhere, 26c. For FREE sampje, address her parents, John C. Gray and wife.
Allen 8. Olmsted, LeRoy, N. Y.
X.
lips Brooks.
April 26.

Tots 11 labilities and surplus. $13 3*1.837 1$
FIELD A COWLES. MANAGERS. BOS
TON. MARS.
O. W. TAPLBY. Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

87,721 35
f 10,970.404

14

81,1914.
#568.700

36

353,301

61
00
53

2.500.000
1,990.636

\

*

Co., Ltd.

9M.0O0 00
M
RTMJtinrw
292 mo
I

2
173*2

*

M.its t5

I9.W1HM

admitted,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
N >t unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
A*1 other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities,

$13.2*1 837 1$
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES 31 DEC., 1*14
$ 77*.*18
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
8,i9*.3*4 W
788.411 *7
All other liabilities.
3.780.883 43
Surplus oeer all liabilities,

!

m
93

742,01216
91,1914
99B,0?« 10
8.21021s 41
91:5.0 1
1,741.438 57

M.Tti.oi7«

Total liabilities and surplus,
O. W. TAPLBY. Agent.
ELLSWORTH ME.

Royal Indemnity Company,
or »*W YOBB.

Amerirss Central Insurance Co.
ASSETS DEC. II. 1114.
34.380 00
$
Mortgage loans.
1*3.398(0
Collateral loans
J.M1.7B 41
Stocks and bonds.
179,708 M
Cash in office and bank.
833.384 08
Agents'balances,
13.48* SO
Bill* receivable.
39 288 31
Interest and rents.
9.789 13
All other aasets,
Gross assets.
Deduet items not

ASSETS DEC. 91.1914.
Stocks and bonds, markst
value.
8a,l».272 01
Cash in office and bank.
aw.miM
Agents’ balances,
748.384 ',4
Bills receivabls.
9,192 63
Interest snd rent*.
48.419 90
All otbsr assets.
4« 832 08
dross assets,
Deduct Items not

34.979..X5
admitted,

19

148.219 37

Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES

$4.233.16fi tt
DEC. tl. 1914.
9 767..S4M
Unearned premiums,
1,601.843 3
All other liabilities. •
!V».U7*3
Caab capital.
l^OO/Ao «)
2*3.612 12
Surplus over all liabilities,

#4.94731165 Net unpaid losses.
177.221 t7

admitted,

Admitted as*e's.
#4,120390 49
LIABILITIES DEC. 11.1914.
Net uapaid losses.
9 HW.QOO so
1,755411 75
Unearned premia ms,
AH other liabilities.
42391 »
1.000.000C*
Cash capital,
1.159.70ft 4S
Hurpius over all liabilities,
Total liabilities and surplus, #4420.590 49
O. W. TAPLBY, Agent.
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Total liabilitias and surplus, #10,970,404 14
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent,

I

jj

Total liabilities and surplus. 94.233.lMg2
•Includes voluntary contingent reserve
Of 93*0.000 00.
PIELD A f'oWl.ES. MANAGER?
BOSTON. MASS.
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent.
ELLSWORTH. MB.

i
f,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
t\ 0.

j

National Pi re In#. Co., of Hartford.
HARTFORD, COWX.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1914.
Real estate.
#
602.567 4)
1.739.775 00
Mortgage loan*.
Stocks sod bond*.
10.66H 863 09
Cash in office ar.d bank,
1.447.277 96
1.S92.7S1 75
Agents' balances.
Bills receivable.
2-13.5 *4 24
Interests and rents,
160.753 00

|

|

I

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

#16.345 044
196.6 9

admitted,

58
09

Admitted assels.
16,049,425 44
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1914.
f
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
A11 other liabilities,
Cssh capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus. #16,049,425 44
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent.
ELLSWORTH. MB.

|

IIranch

ASSETS DEC. 81.1914.
Stocks and bonds.
#1.57*3315 00
Cash in office a« d bank.
79,014 27
194.7*5 42
Agents’balances.
23.000 21
Interest and rents.

North British A M.rIns. <’«».,
A edissuboh.
ASSETS DEC. 81,1914.
Stocks and bords.
93,477.885 I
:S‘Cash in office and bank,
913.742 /7
Agents balances,
e * 00
Bills receivable,
9f .i‘ 1 .4
Interest and rents.
l:m 00
Ail Other assets,

Cl ross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Gross assets.
Deduct item* not

rsntllr

^tatss hrakch
Itretnen Fire Insurance Co.,

nnrratn

Hamburg

or HAMBURG. CiRIMAMY.

# 137*3*6 90
54314 27

or iovdom

admitted,

11
99 *44
82264

Admitted assets,
#1322320 43
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1914
Net unpaid losses.
#14549400
Unearned premiums.
1,114494 75
All other liabilities.
*5,000 00
504.230 W
Surplus orer all liabilities,

Admitted asset*.
99.921
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,19.4
♦ 491.79* -4
Ne! unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
4.473,4 8 3,4
1ST >
All other irabillliea.
8,6:«.?*»' H
Surplus over ail liabilities,

Total liabilities and aurpius,
#l 122,620
O. W. TAPLEY. Agent.

Total liabilities and surplus.
9* 921,9.7
O. W. TAPLEY. A Kent,
ELLSWORTH. MAINE

63

ELLSWORTH. ME.

Notable Record of

Nearly a Quarter of
Century of Honorable Dealing with the Insuring Public.
a

COUN TY NEWS.
ASHVILLE.
Mrs. Margaret Gilkes is ill.
Frank Farr in is ill of grip.
Capt. E. E. Bragdcn is in Boston

on

business.

Mrs. W. M. Pet tee's class entertained

|
|

f
|

<

£

ft*

|

»

This Agency Has

they are confined

that explosives are really dangerous.
Gunpowder burned In the open merely
causes a noise like "pouf and burns
quickly. Guncotton may be burned on

•ll.(ft6,!35 49
admitted,

Admitted sss ts.
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

!

quite Just.
it

Marine Insurance Co.

A

«ros- as«et s,
Deduct items not

rr. tons. an.

aniHOFIRLD, MAHlACHCSim.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1T14.
Real estate.
$ 900.000 00
1.053 87V 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
8.656.371 00
Cash in office and bank,
778.903 66
1,901.896 43
Agen s’ balances.
Interest and rents,
66.786 41

Now. It has been said that an explosive Is tabloid force, power, eDergy.
ilow is It made available? It Is easy
to follow the mechanism of an explosive further. Explosives, as commou
ly used, are solid substances which, by
burning, produced almost instantaneously an extraordinary large volume of
The beat aud pressure of a
gases.
blow cause the burning to start, and
the burning also produces heat which,
acting u[iou the gases. Increases the
volume still further.
It may be suggested that there Is no obvious reason
why even a sudden and enormous expansion should cause the damage of
an explosion.
And the suggestion la

school

of

Springfield Hr*

(

lo»n.
Stocks and bond*.
Cash in office and bank,
Agents' halanses.
Bill* receivable,
Internet and rents,

Oros* asset*.
Deduct items not admitted.

ELLSWORTH. ME.

plosion.

in

or uviirooL, mo.
ASSETS 31 DBC'irL
Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balance*.
Interest and rent*.

Aggregate, including capital
and surplus.
#28.400,886 99
lt.668.448 39
Surplus for policy-holders,
Losses paid In 96 years.
144.893,663 21
O. W. TAPLEY, Agent.

a

therefore, tabloid energy or lower, aud it is u just reminder
of the fact that some substances are
explosive generally, whereas quite a
number of commou things may be
made explosive by some i-urticular
kind of treatment. When water boils
on the tire there Is no explosion as it is
(hanged into steam, hut if the s|«>ut
were sealed aud the whole of the water could be changed into steam In a
second there would he an explosion.
And the Instance Is good because It is
really a kitchen model of a volcano.
Moreover, steam guns were used In
America In the sixties.
The essential Idea of un explosive Is
then the violent release of some pentup thing; Just the opposite, from this
stand; joint. of the catapult, which
works by allowing a distended thing—
the
elastic—to
contract
suddeuly.
whereas all explosives release a compressed thing. The release gives rise
to un air wave, aud this, of course1. Is
It is the
experienced as a sound.
sound which Is popularly called un ex-

his blacksmith

work.

Frank

quired way.
Explosives

BROOKS VILLE.

Manset to

to

was

26.

Lunt is working in Ellsworth.

Miss Bessie Reed has

who

attend the funeral of his brother

#«.684.5«7 23
284,040 24

Admitted assets,
#28,400.626 99
LIABILITIES DEC. 81,1914.
Net nnpsid losses.
1,027.654 70
9J30.313 94
Unearned premiums,
884.109 96
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
5.000.000 00
6,668.448 39
Surplus over all liabilities,

convenient to

gun la merely a chemiThe trigger la pulled
back like the leather of the catapult
and the sudden and extraordinary expansion of the explosive corresi>onds
to the elasticity of the rubber or
spring, the essential feature of both
Instruments being the employment of
•some source of more than human power which can be made to yield up its
energy nt a given moment In the re-

catapult, and
cal catapult

day of December. 1914. made to

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

stand at tbe cave entrance on a dizzy
ledge of rock and hurl a weapon at the
distant enemy.
So man was driven to Invent the

New York

Capt.

more

Royal Insurance C*». Ltd.

Commenced business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, President.
K. J. Sloan. Secretary.
Capital paid up in caab, #5.000.000.
ASSETS DEC. SI. 1914.
Heal estate
# 617.907 91
Stocks and bonds,
18,96 550 97
<'ash in office and bank.
1.976.818 »
2,0?I 597 49
Agents’ balances.
112.867 70
Interest and rents,
4.625 58
Bills receivable,

J

Commercial Union Assurance
or LOWDOff, BSULARD.
ASSETS DEC. 81.1914
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the State of Maine.

few paces of the huge legs which
next moment descend upon
It would be

statbnkhts

Incorporated 1819.

might the

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

NEWS.

On the81st

enemy without the gratuitous
thrill of ha\ lug to sit on the massive
tusk on the verge of a cavernous
mouth or of having to approach witha

thb
ahrcal
or TBB

RABTTOCD. COWlf.

one's

in

or

iETNA INSURANCE COMPANY.

with him—that it would be more
pleasurable if one could hurt and kill

Every housekeeper should read
the names of the ingredients
printed on the label and know
what she is using.

COUNTY

abstsact

are

(3) Phosphate of Lime is made
from rock or by burning bones
which by chemical action are
changed into a white, powdered
It is used in baking powder
acid.
only because it is a cheaper
substitute.
never

__j_

first Javelin against a hairy mammoth
he put his foot over the threshold of
For It
the problem of explosives.
seemed to him—and our feelings today

Alum add to the food some form of
Alum or Aluminum, a heavy metal,
wholly foreign to any natural
article of food.

Lowest Rates

GENERAL AGENT FOR HANCOCK COUNTY

When the first man In the old stone
age thousands of years ago threw his

(2) Baking Powders made of

Prompt Adjustments

ELLSWORTH, MAINE

JAVELIN TO CORDITE.

Principles Governing Them.

Cream of Tartar add to the food
the same healthful qualities that
exist in the ripe grapes from
which Cream of Tartar is derived.

A Cream of Tartar powder
Alum or Phosphate.

Telephone Connection

Cannon and Guna Are Merely. In the
Nature of Chemical Catapulto—The
Introduction of Explosives and the

(1) Baking Powders made of
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Correspondence Solicited

The Deadly Successors to Man’s
First Crude Weapons.

_

at

Sunday

school last

Sunday.

John Carpenter is employed in Winter
Harbor on W. J. Schieffelin’j yacht.
Mrs. Liunie Young, of Corea, recently
visited her niece, Mrs. Linwood Martin.

George Bartlett
were

week-end

and

wife,

of

Sorrento,

guests of Mrs. E. E. Brag-

don.

Mrs. Ahbie Taft, of West Gouldsboro,
recently visited her sister, Mrs. E. E.
Bragdon.
Mrs. Wylie Hammond pleasantly entertained her Sunday school class Saturday

of Lena fells Billings, only daughter of
Chsrlee and Martha fells, have been
adopted by Arbntua grange:
8ilent
Again the
Reaper has entered
Arbutus grange and removed from onr midst
an
honored and respected member. Bister'
Lena Ells Billings; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Bister Billings this grange has lost one of Us yourg
snd worthy members, her family an only
daughter and her young husband a loving
wife. We would extend to them our heartfelt
sympathy in this their hour of affliction, and
point them to Him who has promised to be a
loving Father to the afflicted and teach them
to say. thy will, not mine, be done.
Resolved. That these resolutions be spread
on onr records, a copy sent to the bereaved
parents and husband, our charter be draped
in mourning and onr badges be reversed for
Marik Osgood,
thirty days.
Aura Coulter.
Ethel Lord,
Committee.

Clyde Pettee,

wife and daughter Doris,
guests at E. A. Hanna’s, are nowvisiting in East Sullivan.

George Noyes, of Presque Isle, and William Noyes, of Corea, recently visited
sister, Mrs. F. L. Urcutt.

The

The

following

resolutions

have

been

adopted by Greenwood grange:
H'Jumi, The All-wise has- ailed from our
midst our beloved friend and brother, Charles
Dinamo re,
Rtiolvd, Thai in bia removal, our grange
mourns the loss of a faithful member, a-d bis
family a kind companion and loving lather.
While we humbly bow to tbe All-wise, **
cherish in our memory the good example *ad
noble character of our brother.
Resolved, That in honor of the memory of
our departed brother, for the period of thirty
days our charter be draped and our badge* be
reversed.
RftAred, That a copy of these re»clution*
t>e
becomes part of our records, a ud ace,
at
sent to the bereaved family, and a coj >
to tbe Bangor Weekly Oomrnrrc«<*f and Lt-1-*woktu Amkkican for publication
Audi a Lowkje.
Lssui D. Wilh
1

llHLBN DYBK,
Committee.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

recent

their

EA8TBKOOK.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

NORTH BROOKHVILLfe.

afternoon.

a

Wednesday

club gave

sale at E. A. Hanna’s

an

ice-cream

Friday evening.

A

tiue entertainments of songs and instrumental music
was
furnished by Mrs.
Blanche Gordon.

Clyde Pettee and Miss
Net proceeds, |6.4d.
April 26.

Pikkbe.

EAST BLUEHiLL.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

The following resolutions have
adopted by East Blu*hill grange:

been

Whereat, It has pleased the Great Master of all to remove from oar grange Sister
Aurilla M. Towle, therefore be it
Retained, That in the loss of oar sister
from these temporal gatherings, we feel that
she still lives in the hearts of her friends.
Although she was young in years, let us remember the Lord doeth all things well.
Retained, That we extend our sincere »vm
palby to the bereaved family.
That our charter be draped in
Retained,
mourning for thirty days, that a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records,
a copy sent to the sorrowing parents, and a
copy sent to the Bangor A'fUJ* and Ellsworth
American for publication.
Manda L. Castbb,
Annie M. Ridley,
Fannie A. Loao,
Committee.

on

the death

have

been

HOl’TH BLL’EfllLL.

The Divine Master has seen fit to
again enter our grange and take from us our
Alonzo Snow, to a better land
brother,
worthy
where the weary find rest; therefore
Resolved, That in the death of our brother,
Rainbow grange he* lost a true and faithful
member.
Resolved.
That iu
view of the uncertainty of life, it becomes us so to live that
we may
be prepared to meet the change
which awaits all the living.
Resolved, That these resolutions be spread
upon our records, a copy seut to the bereaved
family and a copy sent to The Ellsworth
American.
Pswed to

a higher life Sister Maria Green—
HeBotced, That we extend our sympathy to
family.
Eetolved, That acopy of these resolutions
be incorporated in your records aud sent to

the bereaved

the Commercial and
for publication.

Ellsworth

Monday.
to

George Bickford and faintly have moved
Bluebill Falla.
Aldrich Hicbard and wife

house-warming April 22.
five

were

were given a
About thirt>"

present.

April 27.
“Did ye take yer husband’s te naperat uf'»
“I did that,
I telt ye, Mrs. Purdie?”
«
doctor.
I borrowed a barometer frae
it
neighbor and put it on bis chest, and
said ‘very dry*. 1 gave him a pint of beer
London
and he’s gone off tae work.”
Tatler.
as

—

ftsterusmeats*

American

Anoib Cochins,
H. P. Gkindle,
G. A. Pierce,

_Committee.
BASS HARBOR.
James Benson and family are
moving
to their farmhouse at Old Point
for the
summer.

Capt. C. O. Martin is here in the smack
Eva Martin on his way to Novi Scotia
after lobsters.
Orville Tr.sk, aged eii, and
Hilton
Murphy, aged seven, were playing in a
boat Friday afternoon when Hiltou
fell

With presence of mind, the
younger boy caught him as he came to
surface and pulled him out.
!
April 26.
1
X. Y. Z.

the

commenced

Work in the uardine factory

Whereas,

overboard.

8URKY.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

The following resolutions

The following resolutions
adopted by Rainbow grange:

DEPOSITS INVITED

43

E8TIGE enjoyed and due to
we
satisfactory service should tor

E

nt endorsement of this bank
contemplating a Savings ban**

Ek Co. Savings Bank

Ellsworth

Ask Us

People
What is the best laxative? Yean ol
ua
experience in selling all kinds leads
*
to always recommend

jtexog&(Stde*JBie^
as

the

tory.

safest, surest and most satisfa®Sold only by us, 10 cents.
•sjoom O ’3

